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EUR 43.6 MM Revenue 

EUR 12.8 MM EBITDA 

~380 employees  

20 operating companies 

EUR 67.8 MM invested capital  
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Dear shareholders, 

Dear friends of the company, 

In 2021, the group again grew strongly, and ten 
additional operating companies became part 
of the group. At the end of the year, 20 
operating companies belonged to the group, 
two of which were minority holdings. 

 NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH has acquired a 
majority interest in three companies, two of 
which were in the context of add-on 
acquisitions. One of the growth drivers for 
the companies belonging to NGC 
Nachfolgekapital GmbH is the 
implementation of add-on transactions 
within the existing structures, e.g. to 
complement the product range or transfer 
successful business strategies and 
processes to comparable companies. 
Expanding the existing investments is an 
important building block for the further 
scaling of NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH as a 
group. At the end of the year, a total of 
seven operating companies belonged to 
NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH. 

 Ookam Software GmbH took a majority 
stake in four companies in 2021. At the end 
of the year, nine operating companies 
belonged to Ookam Software GmbH. Two of 
the holdings fall into the “construction and 
real estate software” field. To develop this 
segment, Ookam Software GmbH recruited 
a succeeding manager who will lead the 
expansion and strategic development of 
this segment within the group. The 
“Industrial Software” segment was also 
established in the fiscal year 2020, and a 
third acquisition was made in this segment 
in the fiscal year 2021. With this, Ookam 
Software GmbH has set the course for the 
scalability of the business model and the 
continuation of the group’s strong growth.  

 

 

 

In addition to the expansion of the group 
through the existing investment platforms NGC 
Nachfolgekapital GmbH and Ookam Software 
GmbH, two investments have been made to 
further expand the business model of 
MEDIQON Group AG as a decentralized holding 
company:  

 In May, we acquired 21.5% of the shares in 
Fintiba GmbH. The fintech company, based 
in Frankfurt, has established itself in recent 
years as one of the leading providers of 
support for international students and 
young professionals on their way to 
Germany. The vision of Fintiba GmbH is to 
be the pivotal point of contact for all 
products and services required in Germany 
for these students. MEDIQON Group AG 
expressly supports this strategy and can 
support Fintiba GmbH as a long-term and 
financially strong partner in business 
development. 

 In June, we founded another investment 
platform, CarMa Holding GmbH, which 

Guiding principles 

 Our holding company brings together 
talents and market opportunities. We do 
not pursue a set investment strategy but 
invest in scalable business models and the 
best teams. 

 We pursue an entrepreneurial and long-
term approach and want to promote the 
development of the portfolio companies in 
a spirit of partnership and sustainability. 

 We believe in the extraordinarily high 
effectiveness of decentralized 
organizations. Our energy is channeled 
into the selection and management of the 
best teams. However, we normally see 
little value in interfering in the day-to-day 
work of the business operation. 

 We are not bound by rigid constraints and 
can invest flexible and adapt to market 
developments and circumstances  
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focuses on the telecommunications market 
in Germany, particularly in the fibre optics 
sector. We see investment and 
consolidation potential here over the next 
few years, particularly in the field of smaller 
network providers. As a first investment, 
CarMa Holding GmbH founded carrierwerke 
GmbH, which offers a modern and 
comprehensive service concept for 
broadband networks for municipal utilities, 
municipalities and other network owners. A 
first smaller acquisition in this area has 
already been made. 

***** 

At the MEDIQON Group AG level, the fiscal year 
was characterized not only by the ongoing 
further development of the organization and 
the processes but also by the implementation 
of further capital measures: 

 With the capital increase carried out in 
March, we tripled the company’s share 
capital. In addition to investing in the 
group’s further growth, the funds were 
used to buy back the perpetual bond 
partially.  

 In November, we laid the foundation for the 
successful implementation of the capital 
increase in April 2022 by concluding an 
investment agreement with a group of 
institutional investors and the associated 
capital increase of 10% of the share capital 

There have also been personnel changes at the 
company level: 

In October 2021, Mr Isenberg’s was terminated 
by mutual agreement. Dirk Isenberg founded 
the company in 1998 and listed it on the stock 
exchange in 2005. After the sale of the 
operating business in 2018, Mr Isenberg led the 
further development into a holding company 
as executive spokesman. With the completion 
of the transformation, Mr Isenberg decided to 
take over operational management 
responsibility again. We want to take this 
opportunity to thank him once again for his 
great trust in our collaboration, and we are 

very pleased that Mr Isenberg will continue to 
partake in the company as a shareholder. 

***** 

In the 2020 Annual Report, for the first time, 
we presented what we consider to be key 
indicators for the success of our business 
strategy and the development of the Group, 
namely the net asset value and earnings per 
share. We decided to use the term Base Value 
instead of the net asset value in the future. In 
contrast to the traditional net asset value, as 
calculated for example by investment funds, 
the value of the investments in non-listed 
companies in the group is included in this 
figure. In 2020, we made a conscious decision 
to base the valuation of the operating company 
on the entry multiple as opposed to a market 
value based on (as usual) multiples from recent 
comparable transactions. This way, we can 
calculate the Base Value consistently over 
many years, and the development of the 
indicator essentially reflects the growth of the 
group and the operational development of the 
subsidiaries. 

The growth of the group as a whole and the 
positive development of the companies 
belonging to the group are reflected in the 
positive development of both key figures. 

At the end of 2021, the Base Value amounts to 
EUR 4.69 per share. The effect of the two 
capital increases in the fiscal year, both carried 
out at a subscription price above the 
underlying value, amounts to EUR 0.73 per 
share. Adjusted for these effects, the 
underlying value grew by 14.4% in the fiscal 
year 2021.  

Earnings per share amount to EUR 0.38 for 
2021 and are thus significantly higher than the 
previous year’s figure of EUR 0.18 per share.  
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Base value as of December 31, 2021 

 

 

The calculation method is explained in the combined management report under the explanations on the control system. 
The amount invested by MEDIQON Group AG (including retained interest on the shareholder loans) included in the Base 
Value amounts to EUR 36.99 million (previous year: EUR 21.07 million). 

Earnings per share 

 

The proportionate annual net income (adjusted for accounting-related purchase price depreciation) of the associated 
companies includes all majority interests under MEDIQON Group AG, i.e. the operative associated companies including 
the respective superordinate acquisition company and the investment platforms. The annual surplus of companies in 
which MEDIQON Group AG holds a minority stake is only included if distributed. The net profit of the associated 
companies for the fiscal year 2021 includes interest on shareholder loans from MEDIQON Group AG in the amount of 
EUR 2,196.4 thousand. Offsetting and reconciliation of the reported consolidated net income can be found in the 
combined management report under the explanations on the business development.  

€ 4.69 
BV/share

+EUR 2,085.2 k EUR 2,084.9 k

Annual net profit (adj.) of associated
companies (pro-rata)

Annual net profit of
MEDIQON Group AG 

Number of shares as of December 31,2021

10,999,513
= EUR 0.38 

Earnings per Shares
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Two factors are very important for the 
economic success of MEDIQON Group AG in its 
realignment as a holding:  

First, the group’s growth through the 
acquisition of additional associated companies 
and the allocation of the funds available to the 

group. In the fiscal year 2021, a total of EUR 
33.96 MM was invested in the group’s further 
growth. The total amount invested over the 
last three years is EUR 67.79 MM, of which EUR 
3.1 MM is attributable to the acquisition of 
minority interests in non-public entities. 

*****

The operative business development of the 
associated companies makes a significant 
contribution to the sustained increase in the 
value of the MEDIQON Group. 

We particularly look at two metrics: revenue 
and adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, 

depreciation, and amortization (adjusted 
EBITDA). We decided to use EBITDA to look at 
the company’s operating earning power – 
regardless of, for example, the selected 
financing structure, amortization of the 
purchase price or special tax effects. 

Amount invested and financing structure 

 
Borrowed capital (banks and seller loans)    Bridge loan MEDIQON Group AG 
Equity investment MEDIQON Group AG and platforms   Minority shareholder investments 
 

The amount of EUR 6.5 MM invested in MEDIQON GmbH between 2018 and 2020 is not taken into account in the 
above chart. As far as majority holdings are concerned, the total amount invested for 100% of the shares is taken into 
account. In the fiscal year 2021, shares were acquired from minority shareholders in three transactions. The amount 
invested and redeemed by the minority shareholders in previous years was reclassified to the item equity investment 
of MEDIQON Group AG and platforms. As far as it concerns minority holdings of MEDIQON Group AG, only the amount 
invested by MEDIQON Group AG in the form of equity or as a shareholder loan is included - in contrast to the 
presentation in the previous year.  

EUR 12,35 Mio. 

EUR 21,48 Mio. 

EUR 33,96 Mio. EUR 67,79 Mio. 
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*****

We are pleased to provide you with a 
consolidated financial statement for the group 
for the first time in addition to the individual 
financial statements for MEDIQON Group AG 
for the fiscal year 2021, thus allowing for a 
more comprehensive view of the group. 

The consolidated results are particularly 
influenced by the effects of the capital 
consolidation and the requirements of the 
German Commercial Code 
(Handelsgesetzbuch, HGB). The purchase 
prices paid within the scope of the acquisition 
of new operating subsidiaries are usually 
significantly higher than the companies’ equity 

reported under commercial law. The difference 
is reported in the consolidated financial 
statement under intangible assets, primarily as 
goodwill. The goodwill reflects the long-term 
business relationships and the operating 
companies’ good operative earning power. 

Under the requirements of German 
Commercial Code, the intangible assets 
acquired this way – including goodwill – are to 
be amortized in instalments, regardless of the 
actual business development of the respective 
company. This depreciation arises solely from 
the formal process of group consolidation 
accounting. 

*****

The first few months of the fiscal year 2022 
have also had an eventful start. 

In March 2022, NGC Nachfolgekapital entered 
into a purchase agreement with Nordhealth 
A/S to acquire the shares in vetera GmbH (a 
software and service provider for 
veterinarians). The transaction was completed 
in May 2022.  

Nordhealth A/S is a publicly listed SaaS 
company focusing on cloud-based software 
and service solutions for veterinary and 
therapy professionals. It already owns 
participations in four software and service 
providers for veterinarians in Scandinavia. 

The transaction is a good example of the 
entrepreneurial investment approach. Since 
the takeover by NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH, 

Development of the operative associated companies 

 Revenue EBITDA 
(reported) 

EBITDA 
(adjusted) 

2021 EUR 43.6 MM EUR 11.2 MM EUR 12.8 MM 

Thereof from majority holdings EUR 34.4 MM EUR 9.6 MM EUR 11.2 MM 
from companies that were already part of the 
group in 2020 EUR 21.4 MM EUR 5.4 MM EUR 6.0 MM 

from companies that became part of the group in 
the fiscal year 2021 EUR 13.0 MM EUR 4.2 MM EUR 5.2 MM 

from minority interests EUR 9.2 MM EUR 1.6 MM EUR 1.6 MM 
 
The information includes all operational group companies in which MEDIQON Group AG has a stake (via its subsidiaries) 
unless listed, regardless of the time of acquisition and MEDIQON Group AG's share in the respective company at 100% 
for the entire fiscal year. The proportion of EBITDA (adjusted) attributable to MEDIQON Group AG amounts to EUR 8.5 
MM. 

Offsetting and reconciliation of the reported group revenue and EBITDA for the fiscal year 2021 as it concerns the values 
presented here can be found in the combined management report under the explanations on the business development.  
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the company has developed excellently thanks 
to the succession CEO Alexander Felber, and 
the team has doubled. For the company’s next 
growth phase – driven by internationalization 
and the increasing introduction of cloud-based 
solutions in the veterinary industry – 
Nordhealth, with its technical expertise and the 
existing cloud solution, is the right partner to 
continue on the growth path that has been 
taken. The company will continue to operate 
independently under the vetera brand and will 
be managed by CEO Alexander Felber with the 
support of his management team. NGC 
Nachfolgekapital GmbH will support the 
further development of Vetera as a 
shareholder of Nordhealth A/S. 

Furthermore, NGC carried out another add-on 
transaction in building-related services with 
the acquisition of Calmund & Riemer GmbH. 
The Duisburg-based company is in the field of 
pest control and hygiene technology and 
belongs to NGC Services Group, which has 
already invested in Bastex 
Schädlingsbekämpfung and Hygienetechnik 
GmbH and gelford GmbH Gebäudereinigung 
und Dienstleistungen based in Essen. 

Ookam Software GmbH acquired 100% of the 
shares in blaulichtSMS GmbH based in Vienna, 
which provides a software solution for 
emergency organizations (fire service, 
mountain rescue service, etc.) to alert and 
coordinate. Furthermore, approximately 90% 
of Voigt Software und Beratung AG was 
acquired, which offers a software solution for 
property developers and complements the 
existing holdings in companies with software 
solutions for the construction and real estate 
industry within Ookam Software GmbH. 

***** 

In the fiscal year 2021, we completed the 
transformation of MEDIQON Group AG into a 
decentralized holding company, and we were 
able to continue the growth of recent years. As 
a holding company, we are the sum of our 
subsidiaries. We would like to expressly thank 
the managing directors of the investment 

platforms and the operating companies for 
their extraordinary performance in the past 
fiscal year. 

We are convinced that we are well-positioned 
to continue driving the group’s growth with our 
entrepreneurial and long-term investment 
approach and the strong teams in our 
subsidiaries. 

We still do not pursue a “strategy from the 
drawing board” but seize opportunities when 
and where they arise and constantly adapt to 
the respective circumstances. 

The successful implementation of the capital 
increase in April 2022 gives us a high degree of 
flexibility for further growth in the future. 

We want to thank you, dear shareholders, for 
your trust in the development of the group and 
your support and look forward to meeting you 
personally at the Annual General Meeting in 
July 2022. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .       . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Jan-Hendrik Mohr       Marlene Carl  



 
Overview of associated companies 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MEDIQON Group AG invests in attractive companies based in the DACH region. The participations of 
MEDIQON Group AG in operationally active companies (the “participating companies”) do not usually 
take place via direct participation of MEDIQON Group AG. Instead, participation platforms are 
established in which MEDIQON Group AG holds a majority stake. 

As part of the corporate strategy, MEDIQON Group AG, in individual cases, also holds participations – 
either directly or via MEDIQON Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH – directly and with a minority share in 
operating companies. As of December 31, 2021, the group includes three investment platforms, NGC 
Nachfolgekapital GmbH, Ookam Software GmbH and CarMa Holding GmbH, in which MEDIQON Group 
AG holds an 80% stake each. The remaining 20% are held by the managing directors of the participation 
platforms as management participation. 

In addition, the company acquired a 21.5% stake in Fintiba GmbH in 2021 via MEDIQON 
Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH. Since 2019, MEDIQON Group AG has also held a minority stake of 39% 
in E-M-C-direct GmbH & Co. KG. 

 

Participation interests of NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH 

NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH offers entrepreneurs the opportunity to safely hand over their life’s work 
to the next generation. The goal is to implement sustainable solutions for entrepreneurs and 
employees and to promote the development of the company further. For this purpose, NGC 
Nachfolgekapital brings together the capital and talent to continue and/or expand the management 
of the operating companies. Together with the operational management, the company’s development 
is promoted through organic growth and, for example, through add-on transactions. Specific industries 
or markets are not defined, and there are also no preferences. 

As of December 31, 2021, NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH holds shares in a total of seven operating 
companies1, two of which are in the context of add-on transactions to existing investment companies 
in the building-related services and education segment. 

 

                                                                                         Part of the group since May 2021      

With “NC Hops,” direkt cnc-systeme gmbh offers one of the leading machine and manufacturer-
independent CAD/CAM software solutions for the wood-, plastic-, and aluminium-processing 
industry. The modular software maps the entire manufacturing process from design and 
construction through work planning to production and can be individually adapted to specific 
customer requirements using numerous supplementary modules. 

 

 

 

 
1 The companies speakeasy Berlin GmbH, speakeasy Munich GmbH, NEXT Level Learning GmbH, and strassenberger 
Akademie GmbH, which belong to the GfW Gesellschaft für Weiterbildung mbH, are considered as company. 
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Part of the group since December 2020                                                                           

Speakeasy offers conversation-oriented language courses in small groups and language courses for 
companies and individual tuition and is certified as an examination centre for the European language 
certificate “telc.” The school also offers additional services such as support in the VISA process and 
a University Pathway program. The students, who usually pay for the courses themselves, are mainly 
expats and international students. The group includes speakeasy Berlin GmbH, which operates in 
Berlin and Hamburg, and speakeasy München GmbH, founded in 2021. Also part of the group is 
NEXT LEVEL learning GmbH, which is developing an online language school tool. In the fiscal year 
2021, the range was expanded within the scope of an asset deal to include the course portfolio of 
strassenberger Akademie GmbH for professional training with a focus on law firm and practice 
management. 

                                                                                                   Part of the group since March 2021  

Kunstschule Wandsbek GmbH, a state-approved vocational school, has been offering a degree in 
communication design for over 30 years. Since the acquisition by the subsidiary of NGC 
Nachfolgekapital GmbH, GfW Gesellschaft für Weiterbildung GmbH, the range of courses has been 
expanded to include a Game Creation program. The program, which takes seven semesters, includes 
a wide range of theoretical and practical training under the guidance of lecturers with practical 
experience. 

Part of the group since August 2020                                                                                                   

Kältehelden GmbH is a “Meisterbetrieb” in the field of refrigeration and air conditioning technology 
based in Hamburg. The company offers advice, planning, and construction in the field of 
refrigeration and air conditioning technology, as well as air purification. Furthermore, regular 
maintenance, including 24-hour emergency service, is also part of the range of services. The 
founder, managing director and co-partner already has 13 years of experience in the industry and 
took the step into self-employment in August 2020. The refrigeration and air conditioning 
technology market is very fragmented throughout Germany, especially in Hamburg, so we see good 
overall growth potential here (organic and inorganic) and therefore support the founder and 
managing director in setting up a modern refrigeration/air conditioning group.  

                                                                                       Part of the group since June 2020  

Gelford GmbH Gebäudereinigung und Dienstleistungen is one of the leading providers of building-
related services in the Ruhr area. With a historical focus on winter services, the company has 
continuously expanded its range over the past few years and today offers various services such as 
glass cleaning, decluttering, and garden maintenance. The predominantly commercial customers 
include large regional housing associations, municipal utilities, supermarket chains, and banks. 
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  Part of the group since March 2021                                                                                   

Bastex Schädlingsbekämpfung & Hygienetechnik GmbH was acquired as part of an add-on 
transaction to the existing holding in Gelford GmbH Gebäudereinigung und Dienstleistungen. Both 
companies are based in Essen. 

The services offered by Bastex Schädlingsbekämpfung & Hygienetechnik GmbH include all areas of 
pest control, from advice on prevention and pest avoidance, acute pest control and year-round pest 
prophylaxis to complex building protection and industry solutions. The customers are mainly 
commercial clients in the food industry, housing industry, and retirement and care facilities. Due to 
the physical proximity, the similar customer base and the complementary range of services, there is 
a high strategic fit with the business of Gelford GmbH Gebäudereinigung und Dienstleistungen. 

                                                                        Teil der Gruppe Jun 2019 – Mai 2022 

Vetera GmbH is number two in the market for practice management software for veterinarians in 
clinics, universities, or scientific institutes. The company, founded in 1982, has a stable customer 
base in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. The Vetera product family has a modular structure and 
is installed on a customer-specific basis. The main revenue results from maintenance contracts with 
Vetera users. Product development and sales have been managed in-house since the company was 
founded 

In the fiscal year 2022, NGC Nachfolgekapital sold its shares in vetera GmbH (a software and service 
provider for veterinarians) to Nordhealth A/S. Nordhealth A/S is a publicly listed SaaS company 
focusing on cloud-based software and service solutions for veterinary and therapy professionals.  

 

Participation interests of Ookam Software GmbH 

Ookam Software GmbH is a long-term partner for software companies. With extensive software 
expertise and an active exchange of experience and knowledge between the acquired companies, 
Ookam Software GmbH helps support the companies’ sustainable development. The company has 
access to technical experts and successor companies via an actively maintained network. The goal is 
to strengthen the management, develop the company sustainably, secure the employees’ jobs, and 
promote talents. 

As of December 31, 2021, Ookam Software GmbH is invested in a total of nine operating software 
companies that offer software solutions tailored to a wide variety of industries – from the sheet metal 
processing industry to property management, property developers and project development to 
orchestras. 
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                                                                                     Part of the group since December 2021  

The core product of elKom solutions GmbH is a software solution for group consolidation, which 
maps standard functions of group accounting and evaluation according to all common accounting 
standards. The product portfolio is supplemented by a corporate and group planning solution and a 
business intelligence solution for analysis, reporting, and controlling. Customers include large 
corporations as well as smaller medium-sized companies. 

Part of the group since September 2021                                                                                    

Corporate Montage Europe GmbH has been a long-standing partner of the software provider ELO 
Digital Office, one of the leading enterprise content management software solutions, and Bentley, 
a US provider of CAD software in the construction sector. The product range is supplemented by 
self-developed software solutions, especially at the interface between CAD and ECM software, to 
offer customers a comprehensive and custom-made solution. 

                                                                                          Part of the group since April 2021  

With its “AMADEUS” software, DATEX Software GmbH offers one of the leading complete business 
management solutions for builders and project developers. The modular software covers all 
relevant processes in the industry, from project administration to defect management and reporting 
to financial accounting. The more than 600 customers, some of whom have been using the software 
for more than 25 years, include smaller property developers and larger real estate developers – 
mostly for projects in the metropolitan areas of Germany. 

Part of the group since April 2021                                                                                                   

With “WIN-CASA,” Software24.com GmbH offers a highly specialized industry solution for property 
management companies of all sizes. In addition to standard solutions for managers of rental flats or 
homeowners’ associations, the range is expanded by numerous additional modules, e.g. for 
equipment management or the creation of individualized reports. The more than 2,000 customers 
are mainly smaller regional property management companies throughout Germany. 
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                                                                                            Part of the group since December 2020  

OPAS is the world market leader for orchestra management software and has more than 25 years 
of experience in this niche. The OPAS software solution was specifically adapted to the needs of 
orchestra management and functionalities for managing, e.g. sheet music libraries, program 
planning, and also travel and logistics planning. More than 250 orchestras worldwide (from Australia 
to China and Europe to the USA) use the software solution, which is available in 15 languages. The 
company is characterized by a high proportion of (recurring) maintenance sales.  

Part of the group since December 2020                                                                                                                                                                                                

With its highly specialized software solution “IT-Blech,” BleTec Software GmbH offers a modular 
software solution focusing on the core operating processes of sheet metal processing companies. 
The customer focus is on small and medium-sized companies. The company has been able to 
continuously win new customers over the last few years, and today the customer base is broad, with 
more than 150 companies. 

                                                                                  Part of the group since December 2019  

The SWH Softwarehaus Heider GmbH develops and sells the school administration software 
Atlantis, which offers software modules specifically tailored to the requirements of school 
administrations – from timetable planning and the administration of student data to the 
management of school fees, which is particularly relevant for private institutions or German schools 
abroad. Customers include renowned private educational providers in Germany as well as German 
schools abroad. More than half of the customers have been using the software for more than ten 
years. 

Part of the group since December 2019                                                                        

gripsware datentechnik GmbH develops and sells software solutions to support the ideal 
construction process. The modular license products include a mobile construction diary with 
included defect management, as well as solutions for construction time and project planning, 
financing or budget control, but also modules for monitoring safety and health protection plans, for 
example. The products are sold by in-house sales staff, software distributors, and customers under 
a commission scheme. More than 1,800 customers include primarily engineering and architecture 
offices, construction companies, authorities, and municipalities.  
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                                                                                          Part of the group since August 2019 

Parity Software GmbH is an ERP software provider specializing in medium-sized companies. The 
company develops and sells its own software solution covering all standard functionalities of 
enterprise resource planning such as sales, procurement, storage, CRM, financial accounting, etc. 
The main customers are small and medium-sized commercial and industrial companies throughout 
Germany. The company’s headquarters are in Eberdingen near Stuttgart, and there is also a branch 
in Bochum.  

 

Participation interests of CarMa Holding GmbH 

CarMa Holding GmbH was founded in June 2021 and will focus on the telecommunications market in 
Germany, especially in the fibre optics field. As a first investment, CarMa Holding GmbH founded 
carrierwerke GmbH, which offers a modern and comprehensive service concept for broadband 
networks for municipal utilities, municipalities, and other network owners and is intended to serve as 
a nucleus for further activities in the market. A first smaller add-on acquisition has already taken place 
in this field. 

                                                                                                  Part of the group since August 2021 

carrierwerke GmbH offers a modern and comprehensive service concept for broadband networks 
for municipal utilities, municipalities, and other network owners. The basis is producing and 
providing white label services for Internet, telephone services, and television. Upon request, 
carrierwerke can also operate the entire broadband network for its customers and connect the 
customer network supra-regionally and to Internet nodes if required. The product portfolio is 
supplemented by software and consulting services. Since its market launch in October 2021, 
carrierwerke has entered a cooperation with DB Broadband and has already won the first municipal 
utilities as customers. 

Part of the group since November 2021                                                           

Interactive Network Communications GmbH offers individual technical solutions for commercial 
clients. In addition to fibre optic Internet products for major customers, services also include 
solutions in the cyber security environment and the operation of e-mail and data storage in secure 
environments. The product portfolio and the company’s technical equipment complement the 
range of carrierwerke GmbH within the CarMa Group. 
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(Minority) participation interests of MEDIQON Group AG 

MEDIQON Group AG has held a minority stake in E-M-C-direct GmbH & Co. KG since 2019. In addition 
to that, the company acquired a 21.5% stake in Fintiba GmbH in 2021 (via MEDIQON 
Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH). 

                                                                                    Part of the group since May 2021 

Fintiba GmbH was founded in 2016 and has established itself in recent years as one of the leading 
providers of support for international students and young professionals on their way to Germany. 
As a fin-tech based in Frankfurt, Fintiba offers visa applicants the opportunity to open a blocked 
account online and from abroad, which is necessary for the visa process. Fintiba furthermore 
supports customers in taking out insurance and obtaining rent guarantees, among other things. 
Since it was founded, Fintiba has already supported more than 100,000 international students on 
their way to Germany.  

Part of the group since January 2019                                                                                                                                                                                                    

E-M-C-direct GmbH & Co. KG is an importer and distributor specializing in cable protection products. 
The product portfolio ranges from cable ties in a wide variety of sizes and specifications to shrinking 
tubes and protective sleeves and the necessary accessories. The products are purchased in Europe 
and Asia, and some are also customized. The customers are mainly craft workshops and department 
stores but also political parties that use E-M-C-direct products to attach election posters. 
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A. Information about the group and MEDIQON Group AG  

Business activity and orientation 
MEDIQON Group AG came into being in 2018 following the sale of the main assets of the former 
Medical Columbus AG to GHX Europe GmbH. After intensive discussions between the management, 
the Supervisory Board, and the shareholders, it was decided that MEDIQON Group AG should primarily 
function as a holding company in the future and that the business division corporate investments 
should be established and expanded. The company has been listed on the Basic Board in the Open 
Market of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (WKN 661 830) since June 3, 2005. 

MEDIQON Group AG as a holding company 

MEDIQON Group AG invests in attractive companies based in the DACH region. The participations of 
MEDIQON Group AG in operationally active companies (the "operating companies") do not usually 
take place via direct participation of MEDIQON Group AG. Instead, investment platforms are 
established in which MEDIQON Group AG holds a majority stake. The investments platforms, in turn, 
participate in the operating companies. MEDIQON Group AG provides the equity required for the 
investments as the ultimate parent company. 

As part of the corporate strategy, MEDIQON Group AG, in individual cases, also holds participations – 
either directly or via MEDIQON Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH – directly and with a minority share in 
operating companies. 

Goals and strategy 
Increasing the company value by expanding the portfolio 

MEDIQON Group AG pursues the goal of sustainably increasing the long-term company value of the 
group. To this end, the existing corporate investment portfolio is to be further expanded in the coming 
years – both through acquisition-based growth of the existing investment platforms and by 
establishing new investment platforms or direct investments in operating companies. 

Like the investment platforms, MEDIQON Group AG pursues an entrepreneurial and long-term 
approach to its participations. The development of the operating associated companies is intended to 
be promoted sustainably and in partnership with the respective managing directors and employees. 
Selling portfolio companies to increase the company's value in the short term is expressly not part of 
the strategy. Nevertheless, divestitures can take place, especially if they allow the company and its 
directors to take the next step on their growth path. 

The establishment of new investment platforms or direct company investments by MEDIQON 
Group AG does not follow any set investment strategy. Potential new platforms are characterized by 
the fact that there is growth and investment potential in the relevant market over the next years and 
the business models are thus scalable. Furthermore – and most importantly – there must be an 
operational team that wants to build the segment together with MEDIQON Group AG as a long-term 
capital partner. The focus is on investments with purchase prices in the mid-million EUR range, which 
few investors look at professionally. 
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Investment platforms as growth drivers 

The investment platforms are the main drivers for the growth of MEDIQON Group AG as a group. As 
of December 31, 2021, the group includes three investment platforms, NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH, 
Ookam Software GmbH, and CarMa Holding GmbH, in which MEDIQON Group AG holds an 80% stake 
each. The remaining 20% are held by the managing directors of the platforms as management 
participation. 

The three platforms focus on different markets and pursue independent strategies that are 
determined by and the responsibility of the respective management. MEDIQON Group AG is in regular 
contact with the respective managing directors and acts as a sparring partner. The selection of 
potential new investment companies within the respective platforms is governed actively and 
independently by the respective management. 

NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH: Corporate succession for mid-sized German companies 

NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH, based in Munich, was founded in March 2019 with Mr Alexander 
Preußner as managing director and minority shareholder. NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH invests in 
profitable companies that need professional support or a capital partner for further growth in the 
company succession for financial and/or personnel reasons. In the process, NGC Nachfolgekapital 
GmbH brings together the capital and talent for the continuation and/or expansion of the management 
of the operating companies.  

Specific industries or markets are not defined, and there are also no preferences. The companies 
acquired so far come from the software, education, and B2B services fields and are characterized by a 
sustainable business model and a strong competitive position in their particular niche.1  

Together with the operational management, the development of the company is promoted, both 
through organic growth and also, for example, through add-on transactions. 

As of December 31, 2021, NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH has invested in a total of seven operating 
companies, two of them in the context of add-on transactions to existing investment companies in the 
building-related services and education segment.  

Ookam Software GmbH: Entrepreneurial partner for software companies  

Ookam Software GmbH, based in Berlin, was founded in May 2019 together with Steffen von Bünau 
and Niels Reinhard as managing directors and minority shareholders. Ookam Software GmbH focuses 
on building a decentralized software group and a talent pool of executives within the Ookam 
organization who will lead the operating companies. The target companies are providers of vertical 
industry software and specialized technology companies characterized by long-term customer loyalty 
and, as a result, a high proportion of recurring revenue. The target companies operate independently; 
with its extensive software expertise and an active exchange of experience and knowledge, Ookam 
Software GmbH is actively involved in the sustainable development of companies. 

As of December 31, 2021, Ookam Software GmbH is invested in a total of nine operating software 
companies that offer software solutions tailored to a wide variety of industries including the sheet 
metal processing industry, property management and developers and orchestras.2  

 
1 A brief description of the respective business models is part of the annual report.  
2 A brief description of the respective business models is part of the annual report. 
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CarMa Holding GmbH: Modern solutions for the telecommunications market 

CarMa Holding GmbH, based in Aalen, was founded in 2021 together with Marco Zapf and Michael 
Neska. 

CarMa Holding GmbH will focus on the telecommunications market in Germany, particularly in the 
fibre optics field. Despite the strong increase in construction and investment activity in fibre optics in 
recent years, the expansion in Germany is still below average in a European comparison. The market 
is highly fragmented, especially in rural areas. We see investment and consolidation potential here 
over the next few years, particularly in the field of smaller network providers. 

Marco Zapf and Michael Neska, two entrepreneurs with many years of experience and a broad 
network in the market, want to position CarMa Holding GmbH in this segment and expand it over the 
next few years with MEDIQON Group AG as long-term partner. As a first investment, CarMa Holding 
GmbH founded carrierwerke GmbH, which offers a modern and comprehensive service & software 
concept for broadband networks for municipalities. The acquisition of Interactive Network 
Communications GmbH was the first smaller acquisition in this area.  

Fintiba GmbH: Fintech for international students and expats   

In May 2021, MEDIQON Group AG acquired 21.5% of the shares in Fintiba GmbH. Fintiba GmbH was 
founded in 2016 and has established itself in recent years as one of the leading providers of support 
for international students and young professionals on their way to Germany. As a fintech company 
based in Frankfurt, Fintiba offers visa applicants the opportunity to open a blocked account online and 
from abroad, which is necessary for the visa process. Fintiba furthermore supports customers in taking 
out insurance and obtaining rent guarantees, among other things. Since it was founded, Fintiba has 
already supported more than 100,000 international students on their way to Germany. 

Other than with the three investment platforms, in this case, MEDIQON Group AG has directly invested 
in an operating company. Under the management of founder Bastian Krieghoff, the company has 
grown strongly and profitably in recent years. A management team was set up, allowing for significant 
scaling and development of the business. The vision of Fintiba GmbH is to be the central point of 
contact for all (financial) products and services required in Germany for international students and 
young professionals. 

MEDIQON Group AG expressly supports this strategy and can support Fintiba GmbH, Bastian Krieghoff 
and the entire management team as a long-term and financially strong partner in business 
development.  
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Control system  
Participation structures as an essential control element 

The key control element at the level of MEDIQON Group AG as the ultimate parent company are the 
chosen investment and incentive structures. The management of the investment platform holds a 20% 
stake in the share capital of the investment platform as management investment. 

MEDIQON Group AG, as the top group company, provides the capital required to finance the 
acquisition of associated companies and, if necessary, also for the companies’ business activities in the 
form of shareholder loans, which bear interest at an annual rate of 10%. This gives the group 
companies a clear incentive to only make investments with an expected return that exceeds this figure. 
In addition, there is an incentive to return excess funds to the AG, provided that reinvestment in one's 
own business does not lead to a higher return. 

The operating companies are regularly acquired via acquisition companies set up by the investment 
platform. Here, too, there are sometimes management participations as minority participation to 
incentivize the respective management of the operating companies.  

Decentralized organizational structures 

The investment platforms are responsible for identifying and analysing new investment companies and 
structuring the transaction. Potential investments are presented to MEDIQON Group AG, discussed by 
the Management Board (if necessary together with the Supervisory Board), validated, and an 
investment decision is made. 

In general, MEDIQON Group AG takes no influence on the operational management of the associated 
companies. The companies are controlled independently and autonomously by their respective 
management. MEDIQON Group AG monitors the operational development based on reports during 
the year, which in particular include the economic assessments of the respective operational 
companies. 

The central control element is the regular exchange with the managing directors of the investment 
platforms, who are primarily responsible for supervising and controlling the operational development 
of the operating companies they have acquired. The intensity and frequency of the exchange depend 
largely on the operational development of the respective company. 

Base Value as the key control variable 

MEDIQON Group AG pursues the goal of increasing the group's corporate value sustainably and in the 
long term. The company is not focused on a short-term increase in value through sales proceeds but 
rather on a long-term increase in value through the development and expansion of the group. 

Since the fiscal year 2020, MEDIQON Group AG has been calculating the Base Value as a key figure for 
the development of the company value, which evaluates all operative company investments of the 
group as well as the assets and liabilities of MEDIQON Group AG as the ultimate parent company. 

The valuation of the participations in operating companies acquired through the investment platforms 
is based on the following valuation logic: Based on the paid purchase price in relation to the adjusted 
EBITDA of the operating company at the time of the purchase, an entry multiple for 100% of the shares 
is derived. Multiplied by the adjusted EBITDA for the fiscal year under review, the result is the 
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enterprise value. The equity value for 100% of the shares results from deducting the net debt (bank 
and seller loans plus cash on hand not required for operations) at the level of the respective acquisition 
company. The liquidity preference of shareholder loans, as well as capital disproportionate shares 
agreed under corporate law (e.g. through preference dividends on capital reserves), is taken into 
account in the valuation. 

The company has made the conscious decision to base the valuation on the entry multiple and not, for 
example, on multiples from recent comparable transactions to calculate the Base Value consistently 
over many years – and independently of e.g. company valuations on the stock exchanges. 

The sum of the proportionate equity value of all associated companies attributable to MEDIQON Group 
AG results in the Base Value of the associated companies (including the shareholder loans made 
available by MEDIQON Group AG for the acquisition). 

In addition to the Base Value of the operating associated companies, the market value on the 
respective reference date of the securities account of MEDIQON Group AG as the ultimate parent 
company and the net debt of MEDIQON Group AG are included in the calculation. 

Significant economic factors 

Derived from the Base Value of the associated companies, three economic factors influence the 
development of the company value:  

Operational development of the associated companies: Revenue and adjusted EBITDA 

All investment platforms pursue the goal of allowing the acquired companies to grow sustainably over 
the long term. An increase in sales will have a lasting positive effect on the company's development in 
the coming years, particularly in the case of software companies with a high proportion of recurring 
revenue. The growth is driven, among other things, by the optimization of sales processes, the 
expansion of the sales team and an adjustment of the pricing policy to current market conditions. 

The adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (adjusted EBITDA) are 
used to measure the company's operational performance to consider the actual earning power – 
regardless of, for example, the selected financing structure, depreciation on the purchase prices or 
special taxation effects. Due to the selection of business models of the operating associated 
companies, characterized by low capital commitments, depreciation of property, plant and equipment 
is only minimal.  

The adjustments applied to the EBITDA mainly relate to double director salaries resulting from the 
business model. In most cases, the seller has also been the managing director of the shareholders 
acquired through one of the investment platforms, and the management is handed over to a new 
managing director after the acquisition. The previous managing director usually stays on board for a 
few months and supports the process to make the transition as smooth as possible.  

Further adjustments relate to company-internal settlements between the investment platforms and 
the associated companies, as well as definite one-off expenses for the further growth of the company. 
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Invested capital  

The long-term increase in the Base Value is also driven by the ongoing investment activity by the 
investment platforms. The acquisition of new associated companies has no short-term impact on the 
Base Value, as the free funds available at the level of MEDIQON Group AG are reduced accordingly by 
providing the required capital. In the long term, the Base Value increases with increasing investment 
activity due to a positive development of the operating companies and the debt reduction at the level 
of the respective acquisition company driven by a positive operating cash flow. 

Cash flow conversion of the operating associated companies  

The excess liquidity generated by the operating associated companies is primarily used to service the 
borrowed funds, which increases the equity value of the respective company. Any additional free funds 
are initially used to repay the shareholder loans of MEDIQON Group AG and are therefore available for 
new investments by the parent company. In the medium term – after the repayment of external 
financing and shareholder loans – distributions from the operating companies to the investment 
platforms are intended. The funds can either be used on the platform level for reinvestments or 
distributed to MEDIQON Group AG as the parent company.  

B. Economic report  

Macroeconomic and industry-related environment 
After the pandemic-related decline in the gross domestic product in 2020, the German economy 
recovered significantly, especially in the second and third quarters of 2021, and gross domestic product 
recorded an overall increase of 2.9% in 2021, with the fourth quarter – presumably triggered by the 
increasing spread of Omicron virus variant – has recorded a slight decrease compared to the previous 
year. In particular, persistent supply bottlenecks and the resulting production restrictions, as well as 
rising energy prices, continue to weigh on the German economy. The annual average inflation rate for 
2021 is +3.2%.  

The software and IT market continues to grow 

11 of the 18 companies in which MEDIQON Group AG holds a majority stake via its investment 
platforms offer industry-specific software solutions. According to the industry association of the 
German information and telecommunications industry (bitkom e.V.), the German IT market recorded 
continued growth in 2021. The market volume in software and IT services increased by a total of 5.6% 
to EUR 71.2 billion in 2021. The driver for the positive development is, among other things, the ongoing 
trend toward digitization, especially in German SMEs, which, according to the KfW SME panel, received 
a further boost from the Covid-19 pandemic.3 

The number of international students at German universities is growing despite Covid-19 

The group companies speakeasy Berlin GmbH and speakeasy München GmbH offer German courses 
for international expats and students. Fintiba GmbH, in which MEDIQON Group AG holds a 21.5% 
stake, supports international students and young professionals on their way to Germany. According to 
Deutsches Studentenwerk (German student union), Germany is the most important non-English 

 
3 KfW-Digitalisierungsbericht Mittelstand 2021, März 2022 (KfW Digitization Report SMEs 2021, March 2022) 
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speaking host country for international students and is ranked 4th overall in the list of host countries. 
Despite the restrictions imposed during the Covid-19 pandemic, the number of international students 
increased again in 2021. Students from non-European countries make up the vast majority. 

Significant backlog in the expansion of fibre optic networks 

With the availability of fibre optic access of 15.4% as of mid-2021, Germany is still well below the 
European average (52.5% as of September 2020, according to FttH Council Europe). While cable is 
often still available as an alternative in urban areas, there is a considerable need for investment, 
especially in rural areas. Only 25% of households and 30% of commercial locations have access to 
broadband > 400 Mbit/s. As part of the coalition agreement, the goal of a nationwide supply of fibre 
optics through fibre optic connections right into the home (FttH) was defined. Municipalities and 
municipal utilities are to play a special role in the expansion, especially in rural areas, and extensive 
funding is available. 

Continued upward trend in company successions 

Both NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH and Ookam Software GmbH regularly acquire companies as part of 
succession solutions when the founders and managing directors wish to retire from the operative 
business for personal reasons. Due to demographic factors, the number of company successions in 
German medium-sized companies has been growing for years. According to estimates by the Institut 
für Mittelstandsforschung Bonn (Institute for SME Research Bonn), around 190,000 companies in 
Germany will be transferred from 2022 to 2026 because the owners want to withdraw from 
management for personal reasons. At 45.1%, companies that offer company-related services make up 
the vast majority. Around 40% of the transfers are expected for companies between EUR 1 million and 
EUR 25 million, which are particularly relevant for Ookam Software GmbH and NGC Nachfolgekapital 
GmbH.  

Business performance  
In the fiscal year 2021, the growth of the group has continued successfully. The two investment 
platforms NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH and Ookam Software GmbH, which already existed in the fiscal 
year 2020, have invested in seven additional operating companies. With CarMa Holding GmbH, a third 
investment platform was founded, which has already invested in two operating companies in the past 
year (one of them a start-up). Furthermore, MEDIQON Group AG acquired a minority interest in Fintiba 
GmbH. As of December 31, 2021, 20 operating companies belong to the group, two of which are 
minority interests (previous year, ten companies, one of which was a minority interest). In addition, 
MEDIQON Group AG acquired a 20.15% stake in Eifelhöhen-Klink AG. 

In April 2021, MEDIQON Group AG sold 100% of the shares in MEDIQON GmbH. After an intensive 
review of various options, in the fiscal year 2021, MEDIQON Group AG decided that a sale is the best 
solution. The background has already been explained in detail in the 2020 annual and management 
report. The need for write-downs of the investment in MEDIQON GmbH and the shareholder loans 
resulting from the sale was also already reflected in the 2020 annual financial statements.   
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Key figures as of December 31, 2021 

The successfully continued growth of the group in the fiscal year 2021 is reflected in a significant 
increase in the key figures:  

 2020 2021 

Base Value per share € 3.46 €4.69 

Adjusted earnings per share € 0.18 € 0.38 

Revenue of operating associated companies4  €18.5 MM € 34.4 MM 

EBITDA (reported) of operating associated companies9 € 5.0 MM € 9.6 MM 

EBITDA (adjusted) of operating associated companies9 €5.6 MM € 11.2 MM 

Operating holding companies (majority holdings) 9 18 

Minority interests of the group (unless listed) 1 2 

Invested Capital5  € 33.8 MM €67.8 MM 

thereof for the acquisition of minority interests € 1.2 MM € 3.1 MM 
 

For the calculation of Revenue and EBITDA of the operating group companies and the earnings per 
share, all operating associated companies belonging to the group as of December 31, 2021, are taken 
into account with the results for the entire fiscal year – regardless of the date of acquisition. In 
accordance with section 301 HGB, the consolidated financial statements only include the results for 
the period in which the company was part of the group. 

The adjustments applied to the reported EBITDA relate mainly to double management salaries, which 
are often paid during a post-acquisition transition period (EUR 0.62 million). The other operational 
adjustments amount to EUR 0.95 million. 

In addition to the operating companies, MEDIQON Group AG and the investment platforms and 
acquisition companies are also included in the consolidated financial statements. Costs at the level of 
the investment platforms and acquisition companies are mainly incurred to drive the group's further 
growth by reviewing new acquisitions and the further development of the operative investment 
companies (e.g., setting up advisory boards made up of industry experts). 

 

 

 

 

 
4 only majority holdings of the group included 
5 Comprises the total capital invested for the acquisition of group companies (including external financing and equity 
contribution from minority shareholders) as well as funds provided by MEDIQON Group AG for the operational business of 
subsidiaries. As far as minority holdings are concerned, only the amount invested by MEDIQON Group AG for the acquisition 
of the company is taken into account.  
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Offsetting and reconciliation of revenue and EBITDA for the 2021 consolidated financial 
statements 

 Revenue EBITDA 
(reported)6 

Total of operating associated companies € 34.4 MM € 9.6 MM 

thereof before the time of acquisition € 5.8 MM  € 2.1 MM 

Total of operating associated companies in the consolidated 
financial statements € 28.7 MM € 7.4 MM  

Investment platforms and acquisition companies €0.0 MM € -1.6 MM  

MEDIQON Group AG and MEDIQON investment company €0.0 MM € - 1.4 MM 

Consolidated financial statement € 28.7 MM € 4.5 MM 
 

In addition to the growth driven by 
the expansion of the group 
companies, the operating associated 
companies already acquired in 2020 
have also developed very positively. 
Revenue for the fiscal year 2021 of 
the operating associated companies, 
which were already part of the group 
at the end of 2020, increased by 
15.7% overall – the EBITDA (adjusted) 
improved by 7.1%.  

Adjusted earnings per share 

Inherent to the business model of MEDIQON Group AG and its subsidiaries is that the company's 
consolidated earnings are influenced in particular by to the results of capital consolidation and the 
resulting amortization of intangible assets, and the release of the order backlog disclosed as part of 
the purchase price allocation and the associated reversal of deferred liabilities taxes.  

The amortization of goodwill also has a significant impact on the consolidated result. For the adjusted 
consolidated profit, the consolidated net profit for the year is adjusted for these effects (and the 
resulting share thereof attributable to minorities). In addition – as is also the case for revenue and 
EBITDA – the earnings of the companies acquired in the current fiscal year, which were generated 
before the acquisition by a group company, are also taken into account (adjusted proportionally for 
the shares of minority shareholders at the various levels). The result from associated companies is only 
considered for the calculation if they are distributions (after taxes). 

 

 

 
6 The reduction in inventories of finished goods and work in progress resulting from the purchase price allocation, income 
from the reversal of provisions and income from the disposal of fixed assets are not taken into account for calculating the 
reported EBITDA. 

Development of the companies that were already part of 
the group in 2020 

 
 2020 2021 ∆ 
Revenue €18.5 MM € 21.4 MM +15.7% 
EBITDA 
(reported) € 5.0 MM € 5.4 MM + 8.0% 

EBITDA 
(adjusted) €5.6 MM € 6.0 MM + 7.1 % 
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Net Assets and Financial Position of the group 
MEDIQON Group AG is preparing consolidated financial statements for the first time and voluntarily 
for the fiscal year 2021 since the size criteria under section 293 (1) HGB were exceeded for the first 
time in 2021. In addition, a consolidated balance sheet for the fiscal year 2020 was prepared for 
illustrative purposes. 

Effects of capital consolidation and purchase price allocation on the asset situation 

Inherent to the business model of MEDIQON Group AG and its subsidiaries, the group's balance sheet 
is particularly influenced by the results of the capital consolidation of the subsidiaries belonging to the 
group. The value of the investment (purchase price and incidental transaction costs), which is usually 
recognized at the level of the acquisition company, is offset against the equity of the operating 
company attributable to the acquisition company. 

Capital consolidation is carried out using the revaluation method: As part of a purchase price 
allocation, the main (in)tangible assets of the respective operating company are identified and, if 

 Reconciliation of consolidated loss 2021 to adjusted earnings per share 2021 
(in K EUR) 

 Net loss -€ 2,266.97 

- Shares of other shareholders -€ 1,094.05 

= Group loss -€ 1,172.91 

+ Reduction in inventories of finished goods from purchase price allocation € 735.97 

+ Depreciation of assets from purchase price allocation and goodwill € 4,241.59 

- Reversal of deferred tax liabilities € 448.15 

- thereof included in shares held by other shareholders € 1,266.44 

+ Other consolidation-related adjustments € 8.90 

+ Adjustment of the consolidated loss from the results of capital consolidation € 3,271.86 

- Results from associated companies -€ 851.63 

+ Dividends received from associated company € 129.00 

+ Adjustment of the consolidated loss from the results of associated companies € 980.63 

+ Results of subsidiaries before the acquisition date € 1,484.66 

- thereof shares of other shareholders € 394.14 

+ Adjustment of the consolidated loss from results before the acquisition date € 1,090.52 

= Adjusted (group) net income  € 4,170.09 

/ Number of shares at the end of the year 10,999,513 

= Adj. earnings per share € 0.38 
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necessary, subjected to a revaluation. The disclosed hidden reserves are capitalized in the consolidated 
financial statements and amortized as scheduled. 

Since the group companies are companies from the service and software sector, whose business model 
is characterized by low capital commitment and debt, no significant hidden reserves or losses were 
identified in the tangible assets and liabilities, except for one company property acquired at the same 
time. The following intangible assets were essentially identified and assessed as part of business model 
analyses: 

Software: The costs for the self-developed software of the subsidiaries were usually not capitalized in 
the individual financial statements. The software was revalued as part of the purchase price allocation 
and will be amortized over five years. 

Brand: The companies acquired through the platforms are regularly established and well-known in 
their specific niches so that a value can be assigned to the respective brand. The assets identified this 
way are depreciated over 15 years. 

Order backlog: The group's software companies, in particular, are characterized by a high proportion 
of maintenance contracts, which are accompanied by annual maintenance fee payments by the clients. 
Depending on the time of acquisition and the notice periods of the contracts, there are hidden reserves 
at the time of acquisition based on future sales that were disclosed as part of the purchase price 
allocation. The assets identified this way are reported under current assets and reversed over the 
remaining term of the contracts (usually one year). 

Deferred tax liabilities accrued for the hidden reserves disclosed during the initial consolidation and 
the resulting timing and valuation differences between the trade and tax balances. These deferred 
taxes are recognized directly in equity upon initial consolidation. An average tax rate in the group of 
30% was used to determine this. The deferred tax liabilities are reversed in the income statement over 
the useful life of the respective asset. 

The difference between the valuation at the direct parent company and the revalued equity is shown 
in goodwill, which is amortized over ten years. The goodwill reflects the long-term business 
relationships and the good operating earning power of the operating associated companies. The 
respective acquisition date of the subsidiaries was chosen as the valuation date. The release of the 
revalued order backlog, amortization of intangible assets (including goodwill) and the triggering of the 
corresponding deferred taxes attributable to the fiscal year 2019 are considered in the profit carried 
forward for the 2020 consolidated financial statements. 

There are minority shareholders at various levels in the corporate structure of the MEDIQON Group. If 
capital consolidation takes place at the relevant level, the shares in the depreciation and reversal of 
the assets disclosed in the purchase price allocation and the goodwill attributable to the minority 
shareholders are allocated to the share of other shareholders in the net profit for the year or in the 
equity carried forward (amounts in K EUR.). 
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 Acqui-
sition in 

2019 

Depreci-
ation/ 
reversal  

EB 2019 / 
AB 2020 

Acqui-
sition in 

2020 

Depreci-
ation/ 
reversal 

EB 2020 / 
AB 2021 

Acqui-
sition in 

2021 

Depreci-
ation/ 
reversal 

EB 2021 

Goodwill 6,844.1 -117.3 6,726.9 15,561.2 -1,037.4 21,250.7 23,608.3 -3,337.7 41,521.3 

Intangible assets 
from revaluation 1,764.3 -59.7 1,704.6 3,950.3 -260.0 5,394.9 3,362.5 -894.3 7,863.0 

Property, plant and 
equipment from 
revaluation 

      316.0 -9.6 306.4 

Order value from 
revaluation 734.3 -136.5 597.7 189.5 -597.7 189.5 1,476.5 -736.0 930.0 

Deferred tax 
liabilities 585.8 58.9 526.9 1,111.4 236.8 1,401.5 1,546.5 448.2 2,499.8 

Effect on net income  -254.7   -1,658.3   -4,529.4  

thereof shares held 
by other 
shareholders 

 113.3   538.2   1,266.4  

Share of 
consolidated 
earnings/loss carried 
forward 

 -141.3   -1,120.1 -141.3  -3,263.0 -1,261.4 

 

Net assets of the group 

The Group's total assets more than doubled in the fiscal year 2021, from EUR 49.81 million to EUR 
103.55 million, as part of the ongoing acquisition activities of the investment platforms. 

The group's fixed assets increased in the fiscal year from EUR 35.39 million to EUR 80.54 million, with 
around 61% of this being attributable to goodwill and assets disclosed as part of the purchase price 
allocation (previous year 76%). 

The financial assets of the group increased in the fiscal year from EUR 6.92 million to EUR 27.54 million 
and essentially include the securities account held by MEDIQON Group AG as the parent company of 
the group in the amount of EUR 13.77 million (previous year EUR 5.55 million) as well as the shares in 
the perpetual bond held by the company in the amount of EUR 9.33 million (previous year EUR 0.0 
million). Further information on the composition of the securities account and the accounting of the 
perpetual bond can be found in the presentation of the financial and asset situation of MEDIQON 
Group AG as the group parent company. 

The minority interests in associated companies held by MEDIQON Group AG or its 100% subsidiary 
MEDIQON Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH are also reported here. Shares in associated companies are 
valued at acquisition cost net of dividends received since the investment and the cumulative results of 
the respective company. If the acquisition costs are higher or lower than the balance sheet equity of 
the respective company at the time of acquisition, the difference is amortized over ten years. Such 
amortization is included in the result from associated companies. 

The group's current assets increased from EUR 6.40 million to EUR 16.46 million in the fiscal year, of 
which EUR 11.09 million is attributable to cash and cash equivalents (previous year: EUR 4.24 million). 
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Deferred items of EUR 6.55 million (previous year: EUR 8.02 million) mainly include the discount on 
the perpetual bond issued by MEDIQON Group AG in May 2020, which will be dissolved over the first 
five years. Further information on this topic can be found in the presentation of the financial and asset 
situation of MEDIQON Group AG as the parent company 

Equity increased by EUR 35.67 million as a result of two capital increases conducted by MEDIQON 
Group AG as the group parent company in the fiscal year 2021. On March 12, 2021, the increase in the 
company’s share capital by EUR 6, 67 million and on October 11, 2021, the further increase in the 
company's share capital by EUR 1.00 million from authorized capital was entered into the commercial 
register, so that the company's subscribed capital increased to EUR 11.00 million. The capital reserve 
rose by EUR 28.00 million to EUR 39.90 million as a result of the two increases in share capital. Taking 
into account the net loss and the shares of other shareholders in the equity at the different group 
levels, the group equity as of December 31, 2021, amounts to EUR 41.83 million (previous year EUR 
8.26 million). The equity ratio is 40.4% (previous year 16.6%). 

At the end of the fiscal year, provisions amounted to EUR 2.07 million (previous year: EUR 1.14 million). 
The increase is mainly due to the growth of the group through the acquisition of further subsidiaries 
in the fiscal year. 

At the end of the fiscal year, liabilities amounted to EUR 56.24 million (previous year: EUR 38.71 
million). As in the previous year, EUR 25.00 million are due to the perpetual bond issued by MEDIQON 
Group AG in May 2020. Details on the bond can be found in the presentation of the financial and asset 
situation of MEDIQON Group AG as the parent company. 

Accounts payable trades amounting to EUR 1.10 million (previous year: EUR 0.44 million) mainly 
include liabilities for services purchased at the level of the operating subsidiaries. The increase 
compared to the previous year is due to the growth of the group through the acquisition of further 
subsidiaries in the fiscal year on the one hand and the operational growth of the companies that 
already belong to the group in 2020 on the other. 

Amounts owed to credit institutions increased by EUR 14.15 million to EUR 21.21 million in the fiscal 
year 2021. For transactions that already took place in 2020, finds in the amount of EUR 4.73 million 
were borrowed to repay the bridge financing provided by MEDIQON Group AG. EUR 12.04 million were 
borrowed for transactions that took place during the fiscal year. Repayments on existing financing 
were made in the amount of EUR 2.61 million. 

Other liabilities amount to EUR 8.81 million (previous year: EUR 5.92 million) and include liabilities to 
sellers of EUR 5.48 million (previous year: EUR 2.79 million). The increase is due to the ongoing 
acquisition activities of the investment platforms. In addition, other liabilities include EUR 1.67 million 
(previous year: EUR 2.45 million) in liabilities to minority shareholders. On the one hand, the decline is 
due to the acquisition of minority shares in an investment under Ookam Software GmbH. The loan 
provided by the minority shareholder for the acquisition was replaced by a shareholder loan from 
MEDIQON Group AG. Another acquisition company took out a bank loan to refinance the purchase 
price. The funds were used for the pro-rata repayment of the shareholder loans provided by MEDIQON 
Group AG and the minority shareholder. 

The deferred income of EUR 0.91 million (previous year: EUR 0.30 million) includes payments already 
received at the level of the operating associated companies for contracts with a contract term beyond 
the balance sheet date. The increase is due to the companies that were added in the fiscal year. 
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The deferred tax liabilities of EUR 2.50 million (previous year EUR 1.40 million) result from the 
purchase price allocation carried out as part of the capital consolidation. 

Liquidity position of the group 

The company is preparing consolidated financial statements for the fiscal year 2021 for the first time. 
A consolidated cash flow statement for the previous year was not prepared.  

The MEDIQON Group AG group reported a positive operating cash flow of EUR 2.87 million in the 
reporting period. The cash flow from investment activities amounted to a total of EUR -47.40 million, 
of which an amount of EUR 27.16 million was invested for the acquisition of operating associated 
companies and an amount of EUR 24.53 million in investments in financial assets (essentially securities 
held as fixed assets at MEDIQON Group AG level and repurchase of the perpetual bond). A positive 
cash flow of EUR 5.72 million was achieved from the sale of fixed asset securities by MEDIQON Group 
AG.  

The cash flow from financing activities amounts to EUR 47.06 million, EUR 35.67 million of which 
resulted from the capital increases of MEDIQON Group AG and EUR 16.77 million from borrowing for 
the acquisition of subsidiaries at the acquisition level companies. Newly taken out vendor loans are 
not taken into account as they do not affect liquidity. An amount of EUR 4.16 million was used to repay 
existing debt financing. EUR 1.54 million of this constitute the repayment of vendor loans from 
previous years. The amount of liquid funds acquired as part of the acquisition of new operating 
associated companies by the investment platforms amounts to EUR 4.32 million. Cash and cash 
equivalents increased overall to EUR 11.09 million (December 31, 2020: EUR 4.24 million) at the end 
of the year. 

Net Assets and Financial Position of MEDIQON Group AG (parent 
company) 

As of December 31, 2021, the company’s total assets more than doubled by EUR 37.68 million 
compared to the previous year. Taking into account the net profit for the year of EUR 2.08 million and 

the increase in share capital and capital reserves by a 
total of EUR 35.67 million as part of the capital 
increase in March and November 2021, as of 
December 31, 2021, the company's equity increased 
to EUR 47.66 million (previous year: EUR 10.0 million.  

As in the previous year, the perpetual bond issued in 
May 2020 is reported under liabilities. In May 2020, 
the company issued a perpetual bond with a nominal 
value of EUR 25.00 million and no maturity. Annual 
interest payments of 7% of the nominal value will 
begin five years after issue, for the first time on May 

28, 2026. The issue price was 65% of the nominal value. The bond can be called annually at fixed 
redemption values (see table). The initial discount of EUR 8.75 million is recognized in the active 
deferred items and liquidated proportionally according to the development of the repayment value 
via the interest expense. An amount of EUR 6.34 million remains as of December 31, 2021. 

 Time of 
redemption 

Redemption value in % 
of the nominal amount 

 05/27/2021 70.8% 

 05/27/2022 77.2% 

 05/27/2023 84.2% 

 05/27/2024 91.8% 

 From 
05/27/2025 

100.0% 
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The shares in the perpetual bond held by the company are reported under financial assets with the 
proportionate repayment value of EUR 9.33 million attributable to the shares. According to section 
246 (2) HGB, there is no balancing. 

The shares in associated companies decreased slightly in the fiscal year 2021. In April 2021, the shares 
in MEDIQON GmbH, which were accounted for at EUR 0.29 million, were sold, as already reported in 
detail in the 2020 management report. In addition, the company carried out a capital increase of EUR 
0.28 million at MEDIQON Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH to finance the company's investment in the 
course of founding CarMa Holding GmbH. 

The 39% share held by MEDIQON Group AG in NPV Nachfolge Beteiligungen GmbH and the shares in 
Eifelhöhen-Klinik AG based in Düsseldorf (WKN 565 360) are reported under participations. MEDIQON 
Group AG has held 20.15% of the company's shares since November 3, 2021. The shares are accounted 
for at acquisition cost. 

In its role as a holding company, MEDIQON Group AG provides the necessary funds for the acquisition 
of new associated companies through the investment platforms in the form of shareholder loans. As 
part of the financing of the acquisition of operating companies, part of the purchase price is usually 
financed with borrowed capital provided by banks. If bridge financing is required for the period 
between the acquisition of the company and the provision of outside capital as part of the transaction 
process, it is provided by shareholder loans. Refinancing usually takes place within a few weeks. The 
interest accruing on the shareholder loans can be accumulated or paid at the discretion of the 
subsidiaries. In principle, it is intended for the subsidiaries to pay the interest. In the fiscal year 2021, 
an amount of EUR 0.83 million was paid in interest from the previous and current fiscal years. The 
bridge loans and accumulated interest are reported under current assets as receivables from affiliated 
companies and participations. As of December 31, 2021, the amount was EUR 4.78 million (previous 
year: EUR 5.21 million). EUR 2.94 million thereof refers to a bridge loan already refinanced after the 
balance sheet date. The accumulated interest amounts to EUR 1.84 million. EUR 0.81 million thereof 
was already repaid after the balance sheet date.  

Such shareholder loans, which are not to be replaced by short-term refinancing but are to be repaid 
over the next few years from the operating cash flow of the acquired companies, are recognized in 
fixed assets as loans to affiliated companies and participations due to their longer-term nature. 
Overall, long-term shareholder loans increased by EUR 16.28 million to EUR 30.79 million in the fiscal 
year. 

 2020 2021 

Receivables from affiliated companies and participations 5.21 MM 4.86 MM 

Loans to affiliated companies and participations 14.51 MM 30.79 MM 

Total shareholder loans 19.71 MM 35.65 MM 
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Receivables and other assets essentially consist of a sales tax refund claim from the revenue office and 
receivables from the buyer of MEDIQON GmbH. Several purchase price instalments were agreed upon, 
which have been paid since January 2022. The payments relevant to the time the annual financial 
statements were prepared were made on time.  

In addition, MEDIQON Group AG invests some of the funds in securities as part of its liquidity 
management. As of December 31, 2021, the market value of 
the securities portfolio (excluding the shares in Eifelhöhen-
Klinik AG) was EUR 14.89 million. The equity investments are 
valued at the lower of cost and market value on December 
31, 2021, under the statutory requirement (section 253 
HGB). A write-down to the market value is only made if the 
market value is at least 5% below the acquisition costs. The 
bond investments are valued at the lower of acquisition cost 
and nominal value. From the company's point of view (as of 
the reporting date), there is no credit or liquidity risk for the 
investments. At EUR 13.76 million, the balance sheet item is 
approximately 8.2% lower than the market value on the balance sheet date. As of the balance sheet 
date, the portfolio consisted of 15 securities, four of which were convertible bonds, one corporate 
bond maturing on February 2, 2022, and ten stocks. Based on the market value as of December 31, 
2021, the share of the individual titles in the entire portfolio is between 1.3% and 15.4%. 

Liquidity position of MEDIQON Group AG 

The funds accrued to the company from the capital increases in March and November 2021 were 
mainly used to issue new shareholder loans to acquire additional operating companies in the platform 
subsidiaries. In addition, a part of the funds was invested in securities and the repurchase of the bond 
as liquidity management. 

 2021 
In K EUR 

2020 
In K EUR 

Bank balances at the beginning of the fiscal year 614.0 363.9 

Cash flow from shareholder loans & investments in subsidiaries - 14,189.0 - 10,465.5 

Issued shareholder loans - 29,489.6 - 16,435.6 
Repayments from refinancing through bank loans + 15,109.9 + 5,436.0 
Interest received + 825.7 + 534.1 
Investment in the equity of subsidiaries - 275.0 0.0 

Cash flow from securities investments - 8,365.5 - 5,189.6 

Outflow from the purchase of securities - 13,175.2 - 4,802.4 
Outflow from the purchase of shares in Eifelhöhen-Klink AG -1,966.8 -387.2 
Inflow from the sale of securities + 6,675.6 + 3,507.7 
Inflow from interest and dividends on securities (after taxes) + 100.9 + 23.1 

Cash flow from corporate actions and financing activities + 26,660.4 + 18,221.5 

Inflow from capital increases (after costs) + 35,577.0 + 4,090.0 
Inflow from repurchase/issuance of the perpetual bond (after costs) -8,916.6 + 16,206.0 
Outflow from the repayment of working capital loans, including interest 0.0 - 2,074.5 

19.2%

80.9%

Securities account structure as of 
December 31, 2021 (market values)

bonds stocks
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Cash flow from the settlement of tax liabilities from previous years 0.0 -1,183.8 

Other cash flow from operations - 1,071.9 - 1,132.5 

Bank balances at the end of the fiscal year 3,648.2 614.0 

Securities account at the end of the fiscal year (market value7) 17,094.8 6,032.6 

 

Results of operations of the group 
The company is preparing consolidated financial statements for the fiscal year 2021for the first time 
so that there is no comparison with the previous year with regard to the income statement. 

Turnover in the fiscal year amounted to EUR 28.66 million. For a presentation of the revenue 
development of the companies that already belonged to the group in 2020, please refer to the 
visualization of the business development. 

The reduction in inventories of finished goods in the amount of EUR 0.71 million is mainly attributable 
to the release of the order backlog disclosed as part of the purchase price allocation. 

The other operating income of EUR 3.01 million mainly results from proceeds from the sale of financial 
assets by MEDIQON Group AG in the amount of EUR 2.36 million. 

The cost of materials amounts to EUR 4.54 million and mainly includes expenses for purchased 
services. 

Depreciation amounts to EUR 5.28 million, EUR 0.90 million of which constitutes depreciation of assets 
identified as part of the purchase price allocation and EUR 3.34 million to depreciation of goodwill 
resulting from capital consolidation. 

The other operating expenses amount to EUR 6.67 million. They represent essentially ordinary 
operating expenses. A detailed breakdown of other operating expenses is included in the notes to the 
consolidated financial statements. 

The financial result amounts to a total of EUR 2.45 million. The result from associated companies 
amounts to EUR -0.85 million and is mainly due to the consolidated loss of Eifelhöhen-Klink AG in the 
fiscal year 2021, in which MEDIQON Group AG held a stake of 20.15%. 

Interest and similar income amount to EUR 0.69 million. EUR 0.44 million thereof come from the 
interest income from the shares in the perpetual bond held by MEDIQON Group AG. In addition, an 
amount of EUR 0.11 million in interest on loans to MEDIQON GmbH is included. Due to the sale of 
100% of the shares in April 2021, MEDIQON GmbH was not included in the scope of consolidation in 
the fiscal year 2021 and for the illustrative consolidated financial statements for 2020. 

The interest expenses of EUR 2.24 million consist of EUR 1.54 million at the MEDIQON Group AG level 
and EUR 0.70 million at the level of the subsidiaries. The interest expenses at the level of the 

 
7 Including Eifelhöhen-Klinik AG.  
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subsidiaries result from interest on borrowed funds (bank and seller loans) to refinance the purchase 
prices paid and, to a lesser extent, from interest on loans made available by minority shareholders.  

Taxes on income and earnings amount to EUR 0.62 million, with EUR 0.45 million from the reversal of 
deferred tax liabilities from the purchase price allocation being offset against taxes of EUR 1.07 million 
incurred at the level of the individual companies.  

The net loss for the year in the group amounts to EUR 2.27 million. An amount of EUR 1.09 million 
thereof is attributable to minority shareholders at the various levels of the group and an amount of 
EUR 1.17 to the parent company.  

Results of operations of MEDIQON Group AG (parent company) 
As in the previous year, MEDIQON Group AG essentially acted as a holding company in the fiscal year 
2021. The turnover reported in the fiscal year 2020 resulted from invoices issued in connection with 
the completion of the sale of the company's previous core business, which have not yet been settled. 
After examining the options, the company decided against further measures to enforce the claims. The 
claim was already written off in the 2020 annual accounts so that there will be no further effect on the 
earnings situation in the fiscal year 2021. In connection with these invoices, extensive provisions were 
made in 2020 for costs that would have been incurred by the company had the invoice been paid. 
These provisions were reversed at the end of 2020 and reported under other operating income. 

In the fiscal year 2021, EUR 2.45 million in other operating income was generated, which mainly 
resulted from income from the sale of securities in the amount of EUR 2.36 million (previous year: EUR 
0.41 million). As communicated in the ad hoc announcement issued on October 22, 2021, EUR 1.9 
million of this was realized from one single transaction. The income is offset by a realized loss of EUR 
0.09 million (previous year: EUR 0.0 million), which is included in other operating expenses. 

The interest income from the issued shareholder loans amounts to EUR 2.30 million (previous year: 
EUR 1.14 million). The significant increase in interest income reflects the group's investment activities 
at the end of 2020 and in the fiscal year 2021 and the resulting increase in shareholder loans provided 
by MEDIQON Group AG for the acquisition. 

A total of EUR 0.11 million of the interest income accounts for the interest accrued on the loan to 
MEDIQON GmbH up to the point of sale (previous year: EUR 0.38 million). The amount was written off 
in full. In addition to interest on loans to MEDIQON GmbH, the depreciation of current assets in the 
previous year of EUR 0.87 million also includes depreciation of EUR 0.49 million on loans granted and 
pledged to MEDIQON GmbH in the fiscal year2020.  

For the fiscal year 2021, interest expenses amounted to EUR 1.54 million and were mainly incurred for 
the perpetual bond. In June 2021, the company bought back 50% of the bond. The proportionate 
interest income attributable to the shares in the perpetual bond held by the company amounts to EUR 
0.44 million. Both items do not affect liquidity. 

As of December 31, 2021, depreciation of financial assets and securities amounted to EUR 0.15 million 
(previous year: EUR 1.08 million). In the previous year, it was mainly the write-downs on the 
investment in MEDIQON GmbH that were reported here. The write-downs in the fiscal year 2021 result 
in full from write-downs on securities. The equity investments are valued in accordance with the lower 
of cost or market principle under corporate law (section 253 HGB) at the lower of acquisition cost and 
market value as of December 31, 2020, with the market value only being written down if the market 
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value is at least 5% below the acquisition cost. The bond investments are valued at the lower of 
acquisition cost and nominal value. 

The costs of MEDIQON Group AG as an individual company are essentially split between personnel, 
legal and consulting expenses and costs that arise in connection with the corporate form. 

Personnel expenses in the fiscal year 2021 were EUR 0.55 million (previous year: EUR 0.71 million). 
The previous year's figure includes around EUR 0.25 million in personnel expenses that would only 
have been incurred if the claim from business transactions in connection with the sale of the previous 
core business had been settled. The legal and consulting costs for the fiscal year 2020 amount to EUR 
0.30 million (previous year EUR 0.41 million). In this figure, too, expenses of EUR 0.2 million were 
included in the previous year that would only have been incurred if the receivables from transactions 
in connection with the sale of the previous core business had been settled. The slight increase in the 
two cost items (adjusted for the one-off effects) is due to the continued development of the 
organization and processes of MEDIQON Group AG in the fiscal year 2021. 

The costs incurred by the corporate form mainly include the costs for the audit of the company's 
(consolidated) financial statements as well as the incidental costs of the share transactions and 
corporate actions. Due to the first preparation and audit of consolidated financial statements and the 
two corporate actions implemented in the fiscal year, the costs in the fiscal year 2021 were EUR 0.14 
million higher than in the previous year. 

Overall, the company reported a net income of EUR 2.08 million as of December 31, 2020 (previous 
year: annual loss of EUR 2.27 million). The net loss thus decreased to EUR 3.14 million (previous year: 
EUR 5.23 million). 

C. Risk and Opportunity Report  

MEDIQON Group AG pursues the goal of increasing the group's corporate value in the long term and 
sustainably. To this end, the existing company investment portfolio is to be further expanded in the 
coming years, and the value of the existing investment companies is to be increased continuously. 

In principle, MEDIQON Group AG as a group benefits from the diversified composition of the associated 
companies so that positive developments in other companies can mitigate the effects of individual 
operating companies potentially failing to meet development goals. Viewed individually, none of the 
operating associated companies accounts for more than 15% of adjusted EBITDA 2021 – with ongoing 
investment activity, the share of individual companies is becoming increasingly smaller. The chosen 
transaction structures, in which separate acquisition companies are usually established for new 
operating companies, ensure that potentially negative events at individual operating companies do 
not directly and immediately impact the other group companies. 

The opportunities and risks relevant for the group as a whole and MEDIQON Group AG as the parent 
company of the group result primarily from further growth through the acquisition of further 
associated companies: 

Access to attractive investment opportunities 

An essential prerequisite for the group's further growth is access to attractive investment 
opportunities for our investment platforms. We have no influence on the development of the number 
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of investment opportunities that are attractive for the investment platforms, especially since the 
interest of other companies such as private equity companies and family offices in the segment of 
companies between EUR 1 and 25 million that is relevant for the platforms is growing. We counter the 
risk in various ways: By bundling activities in certain sub-segments such as education or construction 
and real estate software under the platforms, we can continue to ensure access to smaller transactions 
through direct contacts in the relevant market and implement and manage them efficiently. At the 
same time, investment opportunities in new investment platforms that focus on other market 
segments are constantly being reviewed at MEDIQON Group AG level. Through the securities account 
it manages, MEDIQON Group AG also has the option to invest free liquidity in stocks and bond 
investments until it invests in the acquisition of new operating associated companies.  

Risks related to the acquisition of new holding companies 

As part of the acquisition of new investment companies, the investment platforms conduct a 
comprehensive market analysis and tax, legal, and financial due diligence. Nevertheless, it cannot be 
ruled out that not all risks are known or identified at the time of acquisition. To limit the potentially 
resulting risks, new investment companies are usually acquired by legally independent acquisition 
vehicles and no profit and loss transfer agreements are concluded between the individual acquisition 
vehicles and the investment platforms (or MEDIQON Group AG as the ultimate parent company). In 
addition, the purchase contracts contain extensive guarantees on the part of the seller regarding the 
completeness and correctness of the information received. 

The development of the operating associated companies depends on the general economic 
situation and economic development 

A large number of the portfolio companies are software companies that offer specialized industry 
solutions and are, therefore, ultimately also dependent on the development of the industry of their 
respective customers. The companies and most of the customers are based in Germany. The final 
customers of the software companies come from a wide variety of industries that are less affected 
(e.g. customers from the education sector and veterinary medicine) or more (e.g. from the 
construction industry or the wood or sheet metal processing industry) by economic fluctuations. 
Fintiba GmbH offers blocked accounts and other products and services for visa applicants. These 
companies are negatively affected when the number of international students and young professionals 
in Germany decreases. The other associated companies are active in various sectors (advanced 
training, property maintenance, pest control, refrigeration and air conditioning technology, 
telecommunications, sales of C class items for trade and industry) and are exposed to varying degrees 
of economic fluctuations. 

However, despite the significant contraction of the German economy, the operative associated 
companies have mostly developed positively over the last two years. Some companies recorded a 
slight decline in sales in 2020, but all developed significantly positively again in 2021. In particular, the 
companies in the group that offer industry-specific software solutions are characterized by a broad 
customer base with a high proportion of recurring revenue, which makes them robust in the face of 
short-term deterioration in economic conditions.  

Risks from the securities account managed by MEDIQON Group AG 

Free liquidity at the MEDIQON Group AG level is invested in fungible securities subject to price and 
currency fluctuation risks. Sustained price deterioration can result in the company having to sell 
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individual securities below acquisition cost. Within the scope of the liquidity management of MEDIQON 
Group AG, utter care is taken to ensure that sufficient liquid funds are available for the operating costs 
of MEDIQON Group AG and the known liquidity requirements for investment activities to avoid the 
risk of liquidity-related sales below the acquisition costs. In addition, the custodian bank set up a credit 
line of currently EUR 4 million, which can be used to bridge higher short-term liquidity requirements. 
When compiling the portfolio, care was taken to ensure that the investment in individual titles only 
accounts for more than 5% of the equity in exceptional cases. Furthermore, MEDIQON Group AG 
conducts active portfolio management to react early in the event of a deterioration in the price and, if 
necessary, to limit losses.  

Risks from personnel dependencies 

Both at the level of MEDIQON Group AG as the parent company and the level of the investment 
platforms, the basic operational and organizational decisions are made at the level of the Management 
Board or the respective managing directors of the platforms. In this respect, there is a dependency on 
individuals, especially with regard to the further growth of the group. 

Summarized explanation of the opportunities  

Our investment platforms NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH and Ookam Software GmbH have developed 
extremely positively in the three years since they were founded and, at the time the annual financial 
statements were prepared, held shares in 18 operating companies. Both platforms have established 
themselves as relevant market participants in their specific niche and are well-positioned to continue 
achieving significant growth through participations in other operating companies. Particular 
opportunities arise from bundling certain activities in sub-segments, such as construction software at 
Ookam Software GmbH or education at NGC Nachfolgekapital. By bundling individual sub-segments, 
even smaller acquisitions – often at very attractive conditions – can be efficiently integrated into the 
existing structures. 

CarMa Holding GmbH and its subsidiary carrierwerke GmbH have also made a name for themselves in 
the telecommunications market relevant to them in Germany in the few months since they were 
founded. We see significant growth potential here in the coming years. 

Fintiba GmbH has developed extremely positively in recent years, and with MEDIQON Group AG as a 
financially strong and long-term partner, the business can be further scaled in the future. There is a 
demand for a professional and modern range of other (financial) products and services from 
international students and young professionals, and this is expected to continue to increase in the 
future. 

MEDIQON Group AG, as the parent company but also our investment platforms, do not follow a fixed 
"drawing board strategy". We constantly adapt to the respective circumstances and can thus take 
advantage of opportunities flexibly. In particular, we are not bound by rigid specifications regarding 
the transaction structures and can, for example, allow for reinvestments by sellers in various structures 
and thus implement the best structure for all parties involved, which can mean a decisive competitive 
advantage in the transaction business.  

Overall statement on the risk and opportunity situation 
In the fiscal year 2021, the group's growth was successfully continued through numerous transactions 
through the existing investment platforms as well as the establishment of new investment platforms. 
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As a result of the capital increase completed in April 2022, the company received additional funds of 
EUR 41.60 million, which are available for further acquisitive growth through the investment platforms. 
We are convinced that MEDIQON Group AG, as the parent company and the group as a whole, are 
well-positioned to flexibly seize opportunities in the future and thus drive growth sustainably in the 
long term. Based on the currently available information, no risks can be identified that individually or 
in combination, could jeopardize the continued existence of individual group companies, the entire 
group, or MEDIQON Group AG.  

Significant aspects of the internal control and risk management system 
with regard to the accounting process 

MEDIQON Group AG has voluntarily prepared consolidated financial statements for the fiscal year 
2021 for the first time. The consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with the 
provisions of the German Commercial Code (HGB). The consolidated financial statements are based 
on the individual financial statements prepared by the companies involved. The respective subsidiaries 
are responsible for the accounting process and compliance with the relevant accounting regulations. 
The investment platforms belonging to the group (CarMa Holding GmbH, NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH 
and Ookam Software GmbH) work together with a small number of selected tax consulting firms who 
are responsible for preparing the financial statements for the subsidiaries held by the respective 
investment platform and, in many cases, also cover bookkeeping. After the acquisition of a new 
operating associated company, consulting is usually taken over by the partner tax consulting firms 
within a few months. 

The individual financial statement data supplied by the group companies are brought together by 
MEDIQON Group AG using consolidation software, and the necessary consolidation work is carried 
out. In addition to the capital consolidation, the debt consolidation with regard to the shareholder 
loans made available by MEDIQON Group AG for the acquisition is particularly relevant. The purchase 
price allocation is also carried out at the MEDIQON Group AG level (with the support of Baker Tilly 
GmbH & Co. KG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft).  

D. Outlook report 

A forecast for the development of MEDIQON Group AG as a group for the coming fiscal year remains 
difficult. The group is developing dynamically and seizes opportunities where they are considered 
sensible – and where it can finance them. 

We assume that the existing investment platforms NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH, Ookam Software 
GmbH and CarMa Holding GmbH will make further investments in the coming years. Three acquisitions 
were already made in the fiscal year 2022, and the three platforms are continuously examining further 
investment opportunities. The number of transactions for 2022, as well as the size and investment 
volume, turnover, and EBITDA, cannot be estimated. In addition, MEDIQON Group AG, as the parent 
company, is constantly examining the establishment of new investment platforms to promote the 
growth of the group further. 
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Development of the Base Value 

For the companies belonging to the group at the time the financial statements were prepared, we 
assume that revenue and EBITDA will develop positively compared to the previous year. In addition, 
there will be further repayments of external financing, which means an additional positive effect on 
the Base Value. In addition, the company received additional liquid funds of EUR 41.48 million (after 
the costs of the capital increase) in April 2022. At EUR 10.40 per share, the issue price was significantly 
higher than the Base Value of EUR 4.69 per share at the end of 2021 – the effect on the Base Value 
thus amounts to c. EUR 1.50 per share. The funds are to be invested in the acquisition of new 
associated companies. As part of the liquidity management, a significant portion of free liquidity will 
be invested in securities, especially in the 2022 fiscal year. Due to the inherent risk of price fluctuations, 
it is difficult to forecast the Base Value precisely. Based on the planning of the operating associated 
companies and MEDIQON Group AG for the fiscal year 2022, we assume that the Base Value at the 
end of 2022 will be between EUR 5.75 and EUR 7.25 per share. 

MEDIQON Group AG as the parent company 

Currently, the main earnings factor for MEDIQON Group AG is above all the interest income from the 
shareholder loans to finance the acquisition of the operative associated companies. Interest income 
increased significantly in the 2021 fiscal year compared to the previous year as a result of the ongoing 
investment activities of the platform companies. For 2022, we expect a further increase. In the fiscal 
year 2021, the interest income largely covered the operating costs of the holding company and the 
interest expenses for the perpetual bond. For the year 2022, we assume that the result of MEDIQON 
Group AG before income or losses from the securities account will be slightly positive. 

Distributions 

Distributions by MEDIQON Group AG are not planned for 2021 or the coming years. The income 
generated in the operating associated companies is initially used to repay the borrowed funds. Returns 
to MEDIQON Group AG through the repayment of shareholder loans or distributions by the operating 
associated companies to the respective investment platform and ultimately from there to MEDIQON 
Group AG are not expected to a large extent in the coming years. 

For the growth strategy of the existing investment platforms and the planned development of further 
investment platforms within the group, capital will continue to be required on an ongoing basis. We 
are convinced that the return on the capital employed within the group companies can be meaningful 
for the next few years. 

 

Königstein im Taunus, May 19, 2022 

 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jan-Hendrik Mohr (Chairman) Marlene Carl 
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  Fiscal year Previous year 
  K EUR K EUR 

A. Fixed assets        80.538,92         35.394,15  

I. Intangible assets        51.594,03         27.969,80  
1.  Purchased concession, industrial property rights and similar rights and 

assets          9.168,06           6.233,61  

 thereof from purchase price allocation          7.863,00           5.394,86  
2.  Goodwill         41.949,15         21.611,89  
3.  Advance payments on intangible assets             476,81              124,29  
    
II. Property, plant and equipment          1.406,52              504,18  
1.  Land / Buildings             574,41                11,25  
 thereof from purchase price allocation             306,42                     0,0    
2.  Technical equipment and machinery               30,86                20,21  
3.  Other equipment and fixtures and fittings             801,24              470,17  
4.  Payments on account and assets under construction                    0,0    2,55  
      
III. Financial assets        27.538,37           6.920,18  
1.  Shares in affiliated companies         3.319,66                 0,00  
2.  Loans to affiliated companies          1.055,00           1.065,00  
3.  Other participations in companies              66,98             306,92  
4.  Securities held as fixed assets       13.768,93          5.548,26  
5.  Own shares of perpetual bond          9.327,81                     0,0    

B. Current assets        16.459,18           6.399,43  

I. Inventories          1.183,04              275,33  
1.  Raw materials and supplies             117,86                49,17  
2.  Unfinished goods and services                37,20                  5,50  
3.  Finished Goods           1.026,24              219,08  
 thereof from purchase price allocation             929,99              189,51  
4.  Advance payments made                 1,74                  1,59  
    
II. Receivables and other assets          4.182,44           1.881,79  
1.  Accounts receivables          1.846,59          1.196,94  
2.  Receivables from companies in which a participation is held            210,56             195,68  
3.  Other assets         2.125,30             489,17  

      
III. Cash on hand, bank balances        11.093,69           4.242,30  

      
C. Deferred items          6.550,33           8.018,14  
    

 Total assets      103.548,43         49.811,72  

 

 

  Fiscal year Previous year 
  K EUR K EUR 

A. Equity 41.833,77 8.260,14 

I.  Subscribed capital 10.999,51 3.333,19 
II.  Capital reserves 39.896,25 11.897,49 
III.  Profit/loss carried forward -7.149,06 -3.626,89 
IV. Net income/loss -1.172,91 -3.522,17 
V. Shares of other shareholders -740,01 178,52 

B. Provisions 2.071,00 1.135,73 

1.  Tax provisions 970,72 539,15 
2.  Other provisions 1.100,28 596,58 

C. Liabilities 56.235,65 38.713,45 

1.  Bond 25.000,00 25.000,00 
2.  Amounts owed to credit institutions 21.214,04 7.060,28 
3.  Advance payments received on orders 113,40 43,91 
4.  Liabilities from goods and services 1.102,50 440,03 
5.  Amounts owed to affiliated undertakings 0,00 250,00 
6.  Other liabilities 8.805,70 5.919,23 
 thereof from seller loans 5.483,69 2.792,20 
 thereof from minority shareholders  1.670,52 2.446,46 
    

D. Deferred income 908,20 300,93 

E. Deferred tax liabilities 2.499,80 1.401,47 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 Total liabilities 103.548,43 49.811,72 
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  Fiscal year 
  K EUR 

1. Revenue 28.655,24 

2. Increase or decrease in inventories of finished goods and work in progress -705,66 
 thereof from purchase price allocation -735,97 

 thereof other changes 30,32 

 Gross performance 27.949,58 

3. Other operating income 3.010,13 

a) Ordinary operating income 477,28 
b) Income from the disposal of and write-ups to fixed assets 2.376,55 
c) Income from the reversal of provisions 144,20 
d) Other income 12,10 

4. Cost of Materials -4.541,03 

a) Expenses for raw materials and supplies and purchased goods -718,73 
b) Expenses for purchased services -3.822,30 

5. Personnel expenses -13.574,00 

a) Wages and salaries -11.148,38 
b) Social security contributions and expenses for pensions and assistance -2.425,62 

 thereof for pensions -84,21 

6. Depreciation -5.276,70 

a) On intangible assets and property, plant and equipment -5.167,35 
 thereof from assets from purchase price allocation -903,91 
 thereof on goodwill -3.337,68 

b) On current assets 
(as far as these exceed the depreciation that is customary in the company) -109,35 

7. Other operating expenses -6.630,34 

a) Ordinary operating expenses -6.474,55 
b) Losses from the disposal of fixed assets -54,37 
c) Losses from impairments and the disposal of current assets and allocations to the allowance for 

receivables 
-101,42 

 Earnings before interest and taxes 937,64 

7. Result from associated companies -851,63 

8. Income from other securities and loans held as fixed assets 76,30 

9. Other interest and similar income 691,93 

 thereof from retained shares in perpetual bonds (MEDIQON Group AG) in own portfolio 436,56 
 thereof from affiliated companies that are not part of the scope of consolidation 105,15 
 Thereof from companies within the ownership structure 89,34 

10. Write-downs on financial assets and securities held as current assets -154,07 

 thereof unscheduled  -154,07 

11. Interest and similar expenses -2.235,12 

 thereof for perpetual bond -1.539,59 

12. Taxes on income and earnings -622,32 

 thereof from the reversal of deferred tax liabilities  448,15 

 Result after taxes -2.175,15 

13. Other Taxes -13,06 

14. Compensation payments to minority shareholders from profit and loss transfer agreements -96,62 

 Net income/loss -2.266,97 

 Share of other shareholders -1.094,05 

 Group profit/loss -1.172,91 
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The shares in the share capital attributable to the minority shareholders correspond to the proportionate participation of the respective minority shareholder in 
the share capital of the relevant company. The shares in the capital reserve essentially result from payments by minority shareholders into the capital reserve of 
the acquisition companies as part of the transaction structures. The funds paid in have priority to the share capital and are therefore allocated to the shares of 
other shareholders. The shares of other shareholders in the revaluation reserve result from the capital consolidation. As far as minority shareholders hold a direct 
stake in the acquired company, their share from the purchase price allocation is shown here. The shares in the items attributable to the Group are eliminated as 
part of the capital consolidation. 

In the fiscal year 2021, in three transactions from the fiscal year 2020, the shares of minority shareholders were partially acquired by a company belonging to the 
group. As a result, the proportion of equity attributable to the minority shareholders has been reduced. The difference between the purchase prices paid and 
the shares in equity attributable to the minorities is reported in the consolidated financial statements under goodwill. 

 Attributable to the shareholders of 
the parent company 

 
Attributable to the shares of other shareholders 

  

 
 

Share 
capital 

Capital 
reserve 

Net  
result 

Equity Share 
capital 

Capital 
reserve 

Revaluation 
reserves 

Net result Equity Group 
equity 

January 01, 2021 3.333,19 11.897,49 -7.149,06 8.081,62 163,40 750,00 180,52 -915,40 178,52 8.260,14 

Capital increase 
03/2021 6.666,37 19.999,12  26.665,49     - 26.665,49 

Capital increase 
11/2021 999,96 7.999,64  8.999,60     - 8.999,60 

Distributed profits         - - 

Changes in the scope of 
consolidation     -1,49 -50,53 -114,32 341,86 175,52 175,52 

Group result   -1.172,91 -1.172,91    -1.094,05 -1.094,05 -2.266,97 

December 31, 2021 10.999,51 39.896,25 -8.321,98 42.573,79 161,91 699,47 66,20 -1.667,60 -740,01 41.833,77 
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 Fiscal year 
K EUR 

Period result (including minority interests) -2.170,34 
Release of order backlog/inventory from the purchase price allocation 735,97 
Depreciation/write-ups on property, plant, and equipment 486,80 
thereof to assets disclosed as part of the purchase price allocation 9,58 
Depreciation/write-ups of financial assets 259,22 
Depreciation/write-ups on intangible assets  4.680,54 
thereof assets identified as part of the purchase price allocation 894,33 
Thereof on goodwill 3.337,68 
Increase/decrease in provisions 87,67 
Other non-cash expenses/income 851,63 
Increase/decrease in inventories, accounts receivable and other assets (unless 
investing/financial activity) -1.386,77 

Increase/decrease in accounts payable and other liabilities (unless investing/financial activity) 190,59 
Profit/loss from disposal of fixed assets -2.322,18 
Interest expenses/Interest income 1.543,19 
Other investment income -205,30 
Income tax expenses/income 1.070,48 
Income tax payments -498,95 
Reversal of deferred taxes from purchase price allocation -448,15 

Cash flow from operations 2.874,39 

Payments for investments in intangible assets -1.180,43 
Proceeds from the disposal of property, plant, and equipment 2,00 
Payments for investments in property, plant, and equipment -542,48 
Proceeds from the disposal of financial assets 5.716,74 
Payments for investments in financial assets -24.534,23 
Payments for additions to the scope of consolidation -27.156,09 
Interest and dividend payments received 293,27 

Cash flow from investment activity -47.401,22 

Proceeds from corporate actions of MEDIQON Group AG 35.665,08 
Proceeds from equity contributions from other shareholders 351,12 
Change in liabilities to shareholders -918,41 
Payments to company owners and minority shareholders -96,62 
Proceeds from issuing bonds and taking out (financial) loans 16.767,57 
Payments from the repayment of bonds and (financial) loans -4.156,02 
Interest paid -410,59 
Cash flow from financing activities 47.059,67 

Changes in cash and cash equivalents 2.532,84 

Cash funds at the beginning of the period 4.242,30 
Changes in cash and cash equivalents due to changes in the scope of consolidation 4.318,55 

Cash funds at the end of the period 11.093,69 

 

Cash and cash equivalents correspond to the balance sheet item “Cash on hand, bank balances”. The 
other non-cash expenses include the result from associated companies. Dividends received from 
associated companies are included in “interest, and dividend payments received”. In addition to the 
cash-effective bank financing, a total of EUR 4.2 million in purchase price payments were deferred by 
the sellers. These seller loans do not affect liquidity. Repayments of vendor loans taken out in the past 
are included in the repayments of bonds and (financial) loans.  
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A.  General disclosures 

MEDIQON Group AG is based in Königstein im Taunus and is listed in the commercial register at the 
district court of Königstein im Taunus under register number HRB 4906. The company's shares have 
been traded over the counter since June 3rd, 2005. The open market is not an organized market within 
the meaning of section 2 (5) WpHG (German Securities Trading Act). 

MEDIQON Group AG invests – usually indirectly via subsidiaries – in companies based in the DACH 
region. As of the balance sheet date, the company directly or indirectly holds majority shares in 40 
companies, 21 of which are operating subsidiaries. As of the balance sheet date, the company has 
three minority holdings in which it holds more than 20%, one of which is in a listed company. The 
companies in which MEDIQON Group AG holds a majority stake are small corporations in accordance 
with section 267 HGB.  

MEDIQON Group AG, as the group’s parent company, is preparing consolidated financial statements 
for the fiscal year 2021 for the first time and voluntarily. The size criteria according to section 293 (1) 
HGB were exceeded for the first time in the fiscal year 2021. The balance sheet total of MEDIQON 
Group AG as of December 31, 2021, is EUR 103.55 million (previous year EUR 49.81 million), revenue 
amounts to EUR 28.66 million (previous year EUR 11.03 million), the average number of employees is 
311 (previous year 211). Of these, 82 employees work for companies in which Ookam Software GmbH 
holds the majority of shares and 227 employees for companies in which NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH 
holds the majority of shares. The number of employees at MEDIQON Group AG as the parent group 
company is two. Managing directors or, in the case of MEDIQON Group AG, members of the 
Management Board are not taken into account when determining the number. 

The consolidated financial statements for the fiscal year 2021 are prepared in accordance with the 
provisions of the HGB (German Commercial Code) and include the balance sheet, the income 
statement, the cash flow statement and the notes (including equity analysis, schedule of liabilities and 
fixed asset schedule). The fiscal year of MEDIQON Group AG and the subsidiaries included begins on 
January 1 of the calendar year and ends on December 31. Like the income statements of the companies 
included, the consolidated income statement is prepared using the total cost method. 

The management report for MEDIQON Group AG as a Group was combined with the management 
report of MEDIQON Group AG in application of section 315 (5) HGB in conjunction with section 298 (2) 
HGB. The safeguard clauses of section 286 (4) HGB were applied. 

B.  Scope of consolidation and consolidation methods 

Scope of consolidation 

In accordance with section 294 (1) HGB, all companies in which MEDIQON Group AG directly or 
indirectly holds more than 50% of the capital are included in the consolidated financial statements. 
Companies in which MEDIQON Group AG's indirect holding is less than 50%, but where more than 50% 
of the capital is held by a group company at each level of the shareholding chain, are also included. 
Companies in which MEDIQON Group AG holds less than 50% of the capital but is entitled to more 
than 50% of the voting rights do not exist as of December 31, 2021. The inclusion of MEDIQON GmbH, 
in which MEDIQON Group AG held a 100% interest until April 9, 2021, was waived in accordance with 
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section 296 (1) HGB against the backdrop of the sale of 100% of the shares in MEDIQON GmbH that 
took place in April 2021. 

As of December 31, 2021, the scope of consolidation includes 40 companies (previous year: 20 
companies) in addition to the parent company, which are fully consolidated. All companies are based 
in Germany. Three companies (previous year: one company) in which MEDIQON Group AG indirectly 
holds more than 20% but less than 50% of the capital are included in the consolidated financial 
statements as associated companies using the equity method.  

Fully consolidated companies as of December 31, 2021 

No.  Company Registered 
office Category  

Share 
MEDIQON 
Group AG 

Particip
ation 
via no. 

Share 
direct 
parent 

company 

Part of 
the 

group 
since 

Already 
included in 
the 2020 

consolidated 
financial 

statements 

 Parent company        

1 MEDIQON Group AG Königstein       

 Direct participations        

2 MEDIQON Beteiligungsgesellschaft 
mbH Königstein  Investment 

holding           100.00             1          100.00  Feb 19 √ 

 Indirect participations (level 1)        

3 NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH München Investment 
platform            80.00              2             80.00  Mar 19 √ 

4 Ookam Software GmbH Berlin Investment 
platform             80.00             2             80.00  May 19 √ 

5 CarMa Holding GmbH Aalen Investment 
platform             80.00              2             80.00  Jun 21   

 Indirect participations via NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH (No. 3) 

6 GfW Gesellschaft für Weiterbildung 
mbH Berlin Acquisition 

company             62.27              3            77.84  Dec 20 Pro rata 

7 NEXT LEVEL learning GmbH Berlin Operating 
company             38.92              6    62.50  Dec 20 Pro rata 

8 Speakeasy Berlin GmbH Berlin Operating 
company             62.27              6     100.00  Dec 20 Pro rata 

9 Speakeasy München GmbH Munich Operating 
company             54.80              6            88.00  Mar 21   

10 Strassenberger Akademie GmbH Berlin Operating 
company             49.82              6            80.00  Mar 21   

11 Kunstschule Wandsbek GmbH Hamburg Operating 
company             62.27              6        100.00  Mar 21   

12 NGC Nachfolge Beteiligungen 
GmbH Munich Acquisition 

company             64.00              3            80.00  Jun 19 √ 

13 Vetera GmbH (vormals GP.Software 
GmbH) Eltville Operating 

company             64.00            12         100.00  Jun 19 √ 

14 Kältehelden GmbH Hamburg Operating 
company             64.00              3           80.00  Aug 20 √ 

15 NGC Dienstleistungen GmbH Munich Acquisition 
company            80.00              3          100.00  May 20 √ 

16 Gelford GmbH Gebäudereinigung 
und Dienstleistungen Essen Operating 

company             80.00            15         100.00  Jun 20 Pro rata 

17 Bastex Schädlingsbekämpfung & 
Hygienetechnik GmbH Essen Operating 

company            80.00            15        100.00  Mar 21   

18 NGC CNC Beteiligungen GmbH Munich Acquisition 
company             72.00              3            90.00  Apr 21   

19 Direkt CNC-Systeme GmbH Alfdorf Operating 
company 72.00           18          100.00  May 21   

20 NCG Hamburg GmbH Hamburg Acquisition 
company 80.00   3  100.00  May 21   
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Indirect participations via Ookam Software GmbH (No. 4) 

21 OSW Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 80.00             4  100.00  Jul 19 √ 

22 Parity Software GmbH Eberdingen-
Hochdorf 

Operating 
company 80.00           21 100.00  Aug 19 √   

23 OSW 2 Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 80.00            4  100.00  Jul 19 √ 

24 gripsware datentechnik gmbh Hemshofen Operating 
company 80.00           23  100.00  Dec 19 √ 

25 OSW 3 Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 80.00            4  100.00  Sep 19 √ 

26 SWH Softwarehaus Heider GmbH Bad Abbach Operating 
company 64.00           25  80.00 Dec 19 √ 

27 OSW 4 Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 79.20             4  99.00 Aug 20 Pro rata 

28 BleTec Software GmbH Roßdorf Operating 
company 79.20           27  100.00  Dec 20 Pro rata 

29 OPAS Software GmbH Strullendorf Operating 
company 80.00             4  100.00  Dec 20 Pro rata 

30 OSW 6 Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 72.00             4  90.00  Mar 21   

31 DATEX Software GmbH Karlsruhe Operating 
company 72.00           30         100.00  Apr 21   

32 OSW 7 Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 72.00             4             90.00  Mar 21   

33 Software24.com GmbH Stephans-
kirchen 

Operating 
company 72.00           32          100.00  Apr 21   

34 OSW 8 Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 64.00              4            80.00  Sep 21   

35 Corporate Montage Europe GmbH Wiesbaden Operating 
company 64.00           34  100.00  Sep 21   

36 OSW 9 Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 80.00             4  100.00  Nov 21   

37 elKom Solutions GmbH Tuttlingen Operating 
company 80.00           36  100.00  Dec 21   

38 OSW 10 Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 80.00              4  100.00  Dec 21   

39 OSW 11 Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 80.00             4  100.00  Dec 21   

 Indirect participations via CarMa Holding GmbH (No. 5) 

40 CarrierWerke GmbH Walldorf Operating 
company 80.00  5 100.00 Aug 21   

41 Interactive Network 
Communications GmbH Frankfurt  Operating 

company 80.00 5 100.00 Nov 21   
 

Associated companies 

No.  Company Registered 
office Category  

Share 
MEDIQON 
Group AG 

Partici-
pation 
via no. 

Share 
direct 
parent 

company 

Part of 
the 

group 
since 

Already 
included in 
the 2020 

consolidate
d financial 
statements 

42 NPV Nachfolge Beteiligungen 
GmbH8 Dorsten Acquisition 

company             39.00              1             39.00  Dez 19 √ 

43 Fintiba GmbH Frankfurt Operating 
company 21.50             2  21.50 Dez 20  

44 Eifelhöhen-Klinik AG Bonn Operating 
company             20.15              1            20.15  Nov 219  

 

 
8 NPV Nachfolge Beteiligungen GmbH holds 100% of the shares in E-M-C direct GmbH & Co KG and the associated general 
partner, NVP Elektroinstallationen Handel GmbH. 
9 MEDIQON Group AG has held shares in Eifelhöhen-Klinik AG since August 2020. The share of 20% was exceeded for the first 
time in November 2021. 
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Changes in the scope of consolidation 

Beyond the additions to the scope of consolidation shown in the overview of the scope of 
consolidation, the indirect interest held by MEDIQON Group AG in the following companies increased 
in the 2021 fiscal year:  

Nr.  Company  Registered office Category Share MEDIQON 
Group AG 2021 

Share MEDIQON 
Group AG 2020 

Participation via 
no 

6 GfW Gesellschaft für 
Weiterbildung mbH Berlin Acquisition 

company             62.27            54.40             3  

7 NEXT LEVEL learning GmbH Berlin Operating 
company             38.92              34.00              6  

8 Speakeasy Berlin GmbH Berlin Operating 
company             62.27            54.40             6  

15 NGC Dienstleistungen GmbH Munich Acquisition 
company            80.00              70.40              3  

16 Gelford GmbH Gebäudereinigung 
und Dienstleistungen Essen Operating 

company             80.00            70.40            15  

21 OSW Ookam Beteiligungs GmbH Berlin Acquisition 
company 80.00             48.00             4  

22 Parity Software GmbH Eberdingen-
Hochdorf 

Operating 
company 80.00           24.48           21 

 

Capital consolidation 

Capital consolidation for companies acquired or founded by MEDIQON Group AG directly or indirectly 
from third parties is conducted according to the purchase method in accordance with section 301 HGB. 
The valuation at the direct parent company of the acquired and founded company is offset against the 
amount of the subsidiary's equity attributable to these shares. With the applied revaluation method, 
the assets, liabilities, deferred items, and special items to be included are valued at their current 
market value at the time of acquisition. A purchase price allocation was carried out by MEDIQON Group 
AG (with the support of Baker Tilly GmbH & Co. KG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft) for the 
revaluation of equity. The revalued assets resulting from the purchase price allocation are capitalized 
for the consolidated financial statements at the level of the acquired subsidiary amortised there. 

A positive difference between the valuation at the direct parent company and the revalued equity of 
the subsidiary as part of the purchase price allocation is capitalized as goodwill for the consolidated 
financial statements at the level of the direct parent company and amortised there. There were no 
negative balances as of December 31, 2021. 

The valuation takes place in accordance with section 301 (2) HGB at the time of acquisition of the 
respective subsidiary. If no interim financial statements are prepared at the time of acquisition for 
transactions that took place during the year, they are derived using the pro rata temporis method. 
Subsidiaries acquired in the fiscal year 2021 are included in the consolidated income statement only 
pro rata with the results achieved since the acquisition date.  
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Non-Controlled Shares 

In the group structure of MEDIQON Group AG, minority shareholders are involved in the subsidiaries 
on several levels. Pursuant to section 307 HGB, an adjustment item in the amount of the proportionate 
equity is created for the shares in a subsidiary to be included that are held by non-group shareholders. 
In the consolidated income statement, the profits and losses attributable to the other shareholders 
(including the results from the capital consolidation attributable to them and the resulting 
depreciation) are listed separately, and the adjustment item in equity is updated accordingly. 

Debt, expense and income consolidation, elimination of interim results 

Receivables and liabilities, sales, expenses, and income within the scope of consolidation were 
eliminated. In particular, this includes existing (shareholder) loans within the scope of consolidation as 
well as interest charged on them. There were no significant interim results from business transactions 
between consolidated companies. 

C. Summary of significant accounting methods 

The consolidated financial statements of the MEDIQON Group AG group are prepared on the basis of 
the individual financial statements of the fully consolidated subsidiaries included in the group. All 
individual financial statements are prepared in accordance with the requirements of the German 
Commercial Code and in euro. 

Intangible assets 

At the level of the individual companies included in the consolidated financial statements, purchased 
intangible assets are recognized at cost and amortised over their average useful life (3 to 10 years). 
This essentially relates to purchased licenses and the externally commissioned (further) development 
of software products. Software developed by the companies themselves is not capitalized for the 
consolidated financial statements.  

As part of the purchase price allocation, the intangible assets of the acquired subsidiaries are identified 
and revalued. This includes, in particular, the respective brands and the software products of the 
subsidiaries. The valuation is based on the relief-from-royalty method. The assets identified are 
amortised over the usual useful life of 15 years for the brand and five years for the software. The other 
intangible assets identified as part of the purchase price allocation include a low-cost rental 
agreement, which is valued on the basis of the difference between the market rent and the remaining 
term of the rental agreement and amortised over ten years. 

The goodwill represents the excess of the acquisition costs over the fair value of the group's shares in 
the net assets of the acquired company at the time of acquisition and reflects the long-term business 
relationships and the good operating earnings power of the operating associated companies. 

Identified goodwill is amortised over ten years (straight-line depreciation). As of December 31, 2021, 
there were no indications of a probable permanent impairment and thus no need for unscheduled 
depreciation. 
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Property, plant and equipment 

Operating and office equipment is reported at acquisition cost net accumulated scheduled and, if 
necessary, unscheduled depreciation. Scheduled depreciation is usually linear over the expected useful 
life of the asset. The expected useful life is 3 to 10 years.  

Low-value fixed assets with individual acquisition values of up to € 250.00 are treated as immediately 
deductible business expenses. Assets with acquisition or production costs of more than € 250.00 up to 
€ 800.00 are written off in full in the year of acquisition or manufacture. 

The operational property under property, plant and equipment is listed at acquisition cost net 
accumulated scheduled depreciation. The amortisation period is 50 years. As part of the purchase price 
allocation, hidden reserves in the amount of EUR 316.00 thousand were disclosed based on a market 
value appraisal. Hidden reserves are amortised over the expected remaining useful life of 22 years. 

Financial assets 

Investments in associated companies are accounted for using the at-equity method at acquisition 
cost, increased or reduced by the changes in equity at the associated company that have arisen since 
the acquisition of the investment. Dividends received will be deducted. If the acquisition costs at the 
time of acquisition deviate from the pro rata acquired equity, the difference is amortized as a negative 
difference or goodwill in an ancillary calculation over ten years and is included in the result from 
associated companies.  

Loans to associated companies are generally valued at nominal amounts or acquisition costs. As of 
December 31, 2021, there were no indications of an expected permanent impairment and thus of a 
need for unscheduled depreciation. 

Fixed asset securities are valued at the lower of cost and market value as of December 31, 2021, in 
accordance with the commercial law principle of the lower of cost or market, with the market value 
only being written down if it is at least 5% below the cost of acquisition. The bond investments are 
valued at the lower of acquisition cost and nominal value. As of December 31, 2021, there were no 
indications of a probable permanent impairment and thus of a need for unscheduled depreciation. 

The amount of the perpetual bond held by MEDIQON Group AG itself as the group's parent company 
is reported at the proportionate repayment value attributable to the bond.  

Current assets 

Finished goods include the hidden reserves from the contract portfolio of the acquired companies 
disclosed as part of the purchase price allocation. If there are customer contracts (usually maintenance 
contracts for software) at the time of acquisition that stipulate the payment of fees, the income 
resulting from these contracts is valued and capitalized up to the next possible termination date. The 
order backlogidentified the same way is amortised over the remaining term of the contracts. 

Receivables and other assets are valued at nominal value and, if necessary, net impairments for 
individual risks. 

Bank balances and cash on hand 

Cash and cash equivalents are stated at their nominal value. 
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Provisions 

Provisions take into account all future obligations recognizable when the balance sheet is prepared. In 
addition to tax provisions, provisions are mainly made in connection with vacation days not taken and 
the costs of preparing and auditing the annual financial statements.  

Liabilities  

Liabilities are recognized at the settlement values. Subsequent purchase price payments in connection 
with the acquisition of new companies are reported in the consolidated financial statements under 
vendor loans. If the payment is linked to the achievement of certain operational targets (“earn-out 
payments”), they are reported under liabilities if the achievement of the targets and thus the payment 
of the additional purchase price elements can be surmised at the time the consolidated financial 
statements are prepared. 

Deferred tax liabilities 

Deferred tax liabilities are itemized in the scope of the purchase price allocation and the (temporary) 
difference between the valuations in the tax balance of the respective individual company and the 
valuations in the consolidated financial statements according to HGB. The deferred taxes are reversed 
in accordance with the depreciation on the assets resulting from the purchase price allocation. For the 
sake of simplicity, a tax rate of 30% is used for all companies.  

Deferred items 

Deferred items were itemized for expenses or income before the balance sheet date that represent 
expenses or income for the period after the balance sheet date. 

D.  Notes to the Consolidated Balance Sheet 

Fixed assets 

The development of the fixed assets in the group can be seen in the fixed asset schedule below.  

Finished goods and goods from purchase price allocation 

The order and contract volume identified as part of the purchase price allocation developed as follows 
in the fiscal year 2021 (figures in K EUR): 

 

Opening balance  
as of 01/01/2021 

Accrual in the fiscal 
year 

Outflows in the 
fiscal year 

Closing balance  
as of 12/31/2021 

189.51 1.476.46 -735.97 929.99 

 

Receivables and other assets 

Accounts receivables of EUR 1,846.59 thousand (previous year EUR 1,196.94 thousand) exist at the 
level of the operating subsidiaries included in the consolidated financial statements.  
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Receivables from companies in which a participation is held are loan receivables from minority 
interests within the group structure.  

The other assets in the amount of EUR 2,125.30 thousand include EUR 695.62 thousand in corporate 
and trade tax refund claims from previous years and EUR 526.65 thousand in sales tax refund claims 
from previous years. 

Bank balances and cash on hand 

Cash and cash equivalents of EUR 11,093.69 thousand (previous year EUR 4,242.30 thousand) are 
mainly bank balances. Cash on hand is included in the amount of EUR 11.43 thousand. An amount of 
EUR 3,648.16 thousand are the liquid funds of MEDIQON Group AG as the parent company of the 
group, the liquid funds at the level of the subsidiaries amount to EUR 7,445.53 thousand. There is no 
cash pooling. A detailed analysis of the changes in cash can be found in the consolidated statement of 
cash flows. 

Equity capital 

The detailed changes in equity are shown in the consolidated statement of changes in equity.  

As of the balance sheet date, the subscribed capital of MEDIQON Group AG was EUR 10,999.51 
thousand (previous year EUR 3,333.19 thousand) and is divided into 10,999,513 bearer shares. With 
the entry on March 12, 2021, the subscribed capital increased by EUR 6,666.37 thousand. At the same 
time, the capital reserve was increased from EUR 11,897.29 thousand by EUR 19,998.12 thousand. 
With the entry on November 10, 2021, a second increase in the subscribed capital by EUR 999.96 
thousand took place. In the course of this, the capital reserve was increased by an additional EUR 
7,999.64 thousand and amounted to EUR 39,896.25 thousand as of December 31, 2021. 

On June 29, 2021, the Annual General Meeting decided to increase the share capital of the company 
once or several times by up to EUR 4,999.78 thousand from EUR 9,999.56 thousand to up to EUR 
14,999,337.00 (authorized Capital 2021/l). After partial utilization in November 2021, the authorized 
capital as of December 31, 2021, amounts to EUR 3,999.82 thousand, which was utilized by the capital 
increase registered on April 19, 2022, in the amount of EUR 3,999.82 thousand.  

Provisions 

The provisions in the amount of EUR 2,071.00 thousand (previous year EUR 1,135.73 thousand) are 
broken down as follows as of December 31, 2021 (amounts in EUR thousand): 

Tax provisions 970,72 

thereof for income taxes relating to the period prior to acquisition by the Group 54,40 

Other provisions 1.100,28 

thereof for completion and examination 387,96 

thereof for personnel costs  182,13 

thereof vacation provisions 158,50 
The tax provisions of the previous year include tax provisions for income taxes in the amount of EUR 
174.89 thousand, which are attributable to the period before the acquisition by MEDIQON Group AG 
and were settled in the fiscal year 2021, and provisions for sales tax in the amount of EUR 19.47 
thousand. 
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Liabilities 

The liabilities amounting to EUR 56,235.65 thousand (previous year EUR 38,713.45 thousand) include 
the EUR 25,000.00 thousand (previous year EUR 25,000.00 thousand) perpetual bond issued by 
MEDIQON Group AG in May 2020. The nominal value of the bond is EUR 25 million. The discount of 
35% was included in the deferred items and is released pro rata temporis in accordance with the bond 
terms. Pursuant section 246 (2) HGB, there is no offsetting against the shares in the perpetual bond 
held by the company since June 2021.  

Liabilities to banks mainly include acquisition loans to finance the purchase of the operating 
subsidiaries. The loans are taken out at the level of the acquisition companies or the operating 
companies. There is no joint liability (“ring-fencing”) on the part of other group companies or 
MEDIQON Group AG. The funds will be used to partially repay the shareholder loans provided by 
MEDIQON Group AG as the group's parent company for the acquisition. 

Accounts payable of EUR 1,102.50 thousand (previous year EUR 440.03 thousand) mainly include 
liabilities for services purchased at the level of the operating subsidiaries. 

Other liabilities include seller loans of EUR 5,483.69 thousand (previous year EUR 2,792.20 thousand) 
resulting from the deferral of purchase price payments as part of the acquisition of operating 
companies by the seller. The seller loans are usually paid from the operating cash flow of the 
associated companies. In some cases, joint and several liabilities for the vendor loans are assumed by 
MEDIQON Group AG as the ultimate parent company. Such liabilities are reported under contingent 
liabilities in the notes to the individual financial statements of MEDIQON Group AG. 

Also included are liabilities to minority shareholders in the amount of EUR 1,670.52 thousand 
(previous year EUR 2,446.46 thousand). The shareholder loans from minority shareholders are given 
at the same terms as the shareholder loans of MEDIQON Group AG. 

The maturities of the liabilities result from the following schedule of liabilities (amounts in EUR 
thousand): 

 Total Up to 1 year Between 1 
and 5 years 

More than 5 
years 

Bond 25.000,00    25.000,00  

Liabilities to credit institutions 21.214,04  3.845,21  13.765,95  3.602,88  

Advance payments received on orders 113,40  113,40    

Accounts payable 1.102,50  1.102,50    

Other liabilities 8.805,70  6.351,85                                                       
783,33  

                                                  
1.670,52  

Thereof from seller loans 5.483,69  4.700,35  783,33                                                                 
Thereof to minority shareholders 1.670,52    1.670,52  
Thereof from taxes 1.192,28  1.192,28    
Thereof in the context of social security  15,18  15,18    

Liabilities 56.235,65  11.412,96  14.549,29  30.273,41  
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Deferred tax liabilities 

The deferred tax liabilities result from the purchase price allocation in the course of the preparation of 
the consolidated financial statements and developed as follows in the fiscal year (amounts in EUR 
thousand): 

Opening balance  
as of 01/01/2021 

Accrual in the fiscal 
year 

Outflows in the 
fiscal year 

Closing balance  
as of 12/31/2021 

1,401.47 1,546.48 -448.15 2,499.80 

 

Contingent liabilities  

At the level of MEDIQON Group AG, there are contingent liabilities of EUR 3,116.83 thousand, including 
EUR 3,004.01 thousand for subsequent purchase price payments, which are reported as vendor loans 
in the consolidated financial statements. In addition, guarantees in the amount of EUR 112.82 
thousand were assumed in favour of a subsidiary as a vendor guarantee or in connection with vehicle 
leasing. Items are reported under contingent liabilities in the notes to the individual financial 
statements of MEDIQON Group AG. There are no contingent liabilities at the subsidiary level.  

E.  Notes to the Consolidated Income Statement 

Against the backdrop of the first-time preparation of the consolidated financial statements, there is no 
comparison with the previous year with regard to the items in the income statement. 

Revenues 

Revenues are mainly generated through the sale of services and software licenses and the associated 
maintenance contracts. Sales are primarily generated in Germany. 

Other operating income 

Other operating income is comprised of:  

 In K EUR  

Ordinary operating income 477,28 

  

Income from the disposal of and write-ups to fixed assets 2.376,55 

Income from the reversal of provisions 144,20 

Other income 12,10 

Other operating income  3.010,13 

 

The ordinary operating income includes income of EUR 110.5 thousand from offsetting non-cash 
benefits. Income from the disposal of and write-ups on fixed assets mainly includes income from the 
sale of securities by MEDIQON Group AG. Other income includes income from investment grants 
received. 
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Depreciation 

Depreciation is comprised of: 

 In K EUR  

Amortization of intangible assets from purchase price allocation -903,91 

Amortization of intangible assets at the level of the individual companies -438,96 
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment at the level of the 
individual companies -486,8 

Amortization of goodwill from consolidation -3.337,68  
On current assets 
(as far as they exceed the depreciation that is customary in the company) -109,35 

Depreciation  -5.276,70 

 

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment essentially comprises depreciation of low-value assets, 
which are written off in full in the year of acquisition. The depreciation of current assets essentially 
results from the depreciation at the level of MEDIQON Group AG with regard to interest income from 
MEDIQON GmbH, which was written off as part of the sale in April 2021.  

Other operating expenses 

Other operating expenses are comprised of: 

 In K EUR.  
Cost of premises -1.122,04  
Insurance/Contributions -104,13  
Vehicle costs -538,53  
Advertising and travel costs -1.048,99  
Repairs and maintenance -378,54  
Legal and consulting costs -1.094,61  
Costs for bookkeeping and preparation of annual financial statements -460,55  
Costs caused by the legal form of MEDIQON Group AG -192,56  
Additional costs of money transactions (interest on credit balances, 
account management fees, and fees for electronic means of payment) -109,85  

Other operational Costs -1.424,75  

Ordinary operating expenses - 6.474,55 

Losses from the disposal of fixed assets -54,37 
Losses from impairments, from the disposal of current assets and 
allocations to the value adjustment for receivables -101,42 

Other operating expenses -6.630,34 
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Losses from impairments, from the disposal of current assets and allocations to the value adjustments 
for receivables, include realized losses from the sale of short-term securities at the level of MEDIQON 
Group AG in the amount of EUR 90.52 thousand.  

Results from associated companies 

The result from associated companies is comprised of: 

 In K EUR  
Pro-rata annual surplus attributable to MEDIQON Group AG          148,00  
Pro-rata annual loss attributable to MEDIQON Group AG -        886,51  
Offsetting of annual profits with losses carried forward from previous 
years -            9,79  

Amortization of goodwill -        168,77  
Closing of passive balances            65,45  
Total result from associated companies 851,63 

 

Distributions received in the amount of EUR 129.00 thousand are offset against the acquisition costs 
of the associated companies without affecting income. Offsetting the acquisition costs of the 
respective holdings against the share in equity at the time of acquisition resulted in a total negative 
difference of EUR 654.47 thousand and goodwill of EUR 1,687.74 thousand. Both positions will be 
amortised over ten years and, as of December 31, 2021, stand at EUR 589.02 thousand and EUR 
1,514.23 thousand.  

Income from other securities and loans held as fixed assets 

The income of EUR 76.30 thousand results in full from dividends and interest from securities received 
by MEDIQON Group AG.  

Other interest and similar income 

The other interest and similar income amounting to EUR 691.93 thousand essentially result from the 
interest income on the shares held by MEDIQON Group AG in the perpetual bond and from interest 
income from shareholder loans to associated companies and other investments within the group. 
Interest income from the loan to MEDIQON GmbH is also included in the amount of EUR 105.15 
thousand. MEDIQON Group AG sold 100% of the shares in the GmbH in April 2021, so the company is 
not included in the consolidation. The interest was written off in full. 

Depreciation of financial assets 

The write-downs on financial assets result in the full amount of EUR 154.07 thousand from write-
downs on securities held by MEDIQON Group AG as the group’s parent company within the scope of 
liquidity management. 

Other Interests and Similar Expenses 

The interest and similar expenses in the amount of EUR 2,235.12 thousand comprise EUR 1,541.13 
thousand in interest expenses at MEDIQON Group AG as the group’s parent company, of which EUR 
1,539.59 thousand are attributable to the perpetual bond, EUR 1.54 thousand were paid for short-
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term utilization of the existing overdraft facility. At the level of the subsidiaries, the interest expense 
amounts to EUR 697.07 thousand and is mainly incurred for the acquisition loans taken out by the 
companies to (re)finance the acquisition of companies. 

Income taxes 

Income taxes are paid at the level of the individual companies. Income tax groups regularly exist 
between the acquisition company and the operating company in which it holds a direct stake. There 
are no other income tax groups, so losses in other group companies are not offset. 

F. Other Information 

Additional information on the corporate bodies and the appropriation of earnings of MEDIQON Group 
AG, as well as the auditor's fee, are included in the notes to the individual financial statements of the 
company.  

G. Supplementary report 

On April 19, 2022, the cash capital increase of the company resolved by the Management Board and 
Supervisory Board on March 15 by issuing 3,999,820 new shares at a subscription price of EUR 10.40 
per share was entered into the commercial register. The company's equity has thus increased by EUR 
41.60 million (of which EUR 4.0 million is subscribed capital and EUR 37.6 million is capital reserve) to 
around EUR 89.4 million. The net capital inflow for the company amounts to approximately EUR 41.5 
million. 

By the time the annual financial statements were prepared, three transactions had taken place through 
the investment platforms. 

Ookam Software GmbH acquired 100% of the shares in blaulichtSMS GmbH based in Vienna, which 
offers a software solution for emergency organizations (fire service, mountain rescue service, etc.) to 
alert and coordinate. Furthermore, approximately 90% of Voigt Software und Beratung AG was 
acquired, which offers a software solution for property developers and complements the existing 
holdings in companies with software solutions for the construction and real estate industry within 
Ookam Software GmbH. 100% of the shares in Calmund & Riemer GmbH were acquired through NGC 
Nachfolgekapital GmbH. The company, based in Duisburg, is active in pest control and hygiene 
technology. It is an add-on acquisition by the NGC Dienstleistungen Group, which already acquired a 
stake in Bastex Schädlings Schädlingsbekämpfung und Hygienetechnik GmbH based in Essen in 2021. 

The funds for the two acquisitions were provided from MEDIQON Group AG's own funds. Partial 
refinancing through borrowed capital is planned over the next few months. In addition, in the fiscal 
year 2022, external financing of EUR 2.94 million was taken out to refinance the amounts made 
available for the acquisition of associated companies from MEDIQON Group AG's own funds. 

Furthermore, in the fiscal year 2022, NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH sold its shares in NGC 
Nachfolgekapital Beteiligungen GmbH and the associated stake in vetera GmbH (a software and service 
provider for veterinarians) to Nordhealth A/S. Nordhealth A/S is a publicly listed SaaS company 
focusing on cloud-based software and service solutions for veterinary and therapy professionals. After 
the enormous growth in new customers, sales, and employee numbers that vetera GmbH has 
achieved, together with the succeeding managing director Alexander Felber since it was taken over by 
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NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH, Nordhealth A/S is the right partner for further growth through the 
international orientation and to supervise the upcoming SaaS transformation. NGC Nachkapital GmbH 
will continue to supervise the development as a shareholder of Nordhealth A/S. The company's 
contribution to the consolidated revenue as of December 31, 2021, was EUR 2.69 million, and the 
contribution to the adjusted EBITDA of the group was EUR 0.58 million. 
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01/01/2021 Inflows Transfers Outflows 

Consolidation-
related  
changes 31/12/2021  01/01/2021 Inflows Outflows 

Consolidation-
related  
changes 31/12/2021  31/12/2021 31/12/2020 

  
EUR EUR EUR EUR EUR EUR  EUR EUR EUR EUR EUR  EUR TEUR 

I. Intangible assets                

1. 
Purchased concessions, industrial property rights 
and similar rights and values as well as licenses to 
such rights and values 

7.280,63 4.644,47 -201,57 27,32 258,86 11.955,07  922,72 1.299,92 2,32 89,88 2.310,20  9.644,87 6.357,90 

 thereof from purchase price allocation 5.714,57 3.362,47    9.077,04  319,71 894,33   1.214,04  7.863,00 5.394,86 

2. Company value  22.847,37 23.708,31   476,23 47.031,90  1.235,47 3.371,05  476,23 5.082,75  41.949,15 21.611,89 
 thereof from consolidation 22.405,38 23.608,31   0,00 46.013,69  1.154,69 3.337,68  0,00 4.492,37  41.521,31 21.250,68 

 Total: Intangible assets 58.247,93 55.323,56 -201,57 27,32 735,09 114.077,70  3.632,60 8.902,98 2,32 566,10 13.099,35  51.594,03 27.969,80 

II. Property, plant and equipment                

1. Land and buildings 11,93 316,00   300,65 628,58  0,68 14,98  38,50 54,17  574,41 11,25 
 thereof from purchase price allocation 0,00 316,00    316,00  0,00 9,58   9,58  306,42 0,00 

2. Technical equipment and machinery 54,80 2,57  20,02 80,33 117,69  34,59 15,44 14,08 50,88 86,83  30,86 20,21 

3. Other equipment, operating and office equipment 1.445,28 528,45 14,00 170,91 2.618,51 4.435,34  975,11 465,96 154,96 2.347,99 3.634,10  801,24 470,17 

4. Prepayments made and assets under construction 2,55 16,01 -18,56   0,00  0,00    0,00  0,00 2,55 

 Total: property, plant and equipment 1.514,56 1.179,03 -4,56 190,92 2.999,49 5.497,61  1.010,38 505,96 169,03 2.437,36 3.784,67  1.406,52 504,18 

III. Financial assets                

1. Shares in associated companies 178,76 4.300,28 -129,00  -1.030,39 3.319,66  0,00    0,00  3.319,66 0,00 

2. Loans to companies within the ownership 
structure 1.065,00     1.055,00  0,00    0,00  1.055,00 1.065,00 

3. Other participations 1.379,76 50,06  -290,00  1.139,82  1.072,84    1.072,84  66,98 306,92 

4. Securities held as fixed assets 5.548,26 14.065,60 -2.353,97 3.337,05 0,15 13.923,00  0,00 154,07   154,07  13.768,93 5.548,26 

5. Shares of the bond held by the company 0,00 8.891,25    8.891,25  0,00 -436,56*   -436,56  9.327,81 0,00 

 Total: financial investments 8.171,79 27.307,20 -2.772,97 3.347,05 -1.030,24 28.328,73  1.072,84 -282,49 0,00 0,00 790,36   27.538,37 6.920,18 

 Total fixed assets 67.934,28 83.809,80 -2.979,09 3.565,30 2.704,34 147.904,03  5.715,82 9.126,44 171,36 3.003,47 17.674,38  80.538,92 35.394,15 

 

 
*Corresponds to the pro-rata interest income from the reversal of the discount attributable to the bond held by the company
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    Fiscal year  Previous year       Fiscal year  Previous year 

    K EUR  K EUR       K EUR  K EUR 
                

A.  Capital assets  57.622,42  21.437,05   A.  Equity  47.754,35  10.004,38 

 I. Intangible assets  32,10  27,82    I.  Subscribed capital  10.999,51  3.333,19 

 II.  Property, plant and equipment  10,91  3,10    II.  Capital reserve  39.896,25  11.897,49 

 III.  Financial assets  57.579,42  21.406,13    III.  Net loss  -3.141,41  -5.226,30 

  1. Shares in affiliated companies  1.159,03  1.174,03          

  2. Loans to affiliated companies  29.736,57  13.450,58   B.  Provisions  201,90  88,16 

  3. Participations  2.532,73  178,76    1.  Tax provisions  0,00  0,00 

  4. Loans to companies within the ownership 
structure 

 1.055,00  1.055,00    2. Other provisions  201,90  88,16 

  5. Securities  13.768,28  5.547,77   C.  Liabilities  25.106,46  25.295,04 

  6. Bond shares held by the company  9.327,81  0,00    1.  Bond  25.000,00  25.000,00 

          2.  Liabilities to credit institutions  0,04  0,00 

B.  Current assets  9.087,38  6.063,03    3.  Accounts payable  7,27  4,52 

 I. Receivables and other assets  5.439,22  5.449,00    4.  Liabilities to affiliated companies  0,00  250,00 

  1. Accounts receivable 
2. Receivables from affiliated companies 

 6,81 
 

4.783,32 

 204,17 
 

5.134,47 

   5. Other liabilities 
Thereof from taxes EUR 42.05 thousand (EUR 13.74 
thousand) 

 

 99,15  40,52 

  3. Receivables from companies in which a 
participation is held 

 77,22  74,47      

  4. Other Assets 
Thereof EUR 0.29 thousand (EUR 1.30 thousand) 
with a remaining term of more than one year 

 571,87  35,89          

                  

 II. Cash on hand, Bundesbank balances, bank 
balances and checks 

 3.648,17  614,04          

C.  Deferred items  6.352,89  7.887,48          
                

  Total assets  73.062,70  35.387,57     Total liabilities  73.062,70  35.387,57 
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 Fiscal year Previous year 
 K EUR. K EUR 

1. Revenues 3,00 1.077,82 
2. Gross performance 3,00 1.077,82 
   

3. Other operating income 2.449,61 1.445,68 
a) Ordinary operating income 62,37 9,72 
b) Income from the disposal of fixed assets and write-ups on fixed assets 2.364,69 414,22 
c) Income from the reversal of provisions 22,55 1.021,73 
d) Other income from ordinary business operations 0,00 0,00 
   

4. Personnel expenses  - 545,31 - 713,32 
a) Wages and salaries - 505,78 - 675,05 
b) Social security contributions and expenses for pensions and for assistance - 39,53 - 38,27 

Thereof for pensions - 4,42 - 6,56 
   

5. Depreciation - 114,46 - 874,29 
a) On intangible assets - 9,31 - 4,45 
b) On current assets 

(as far as they exceed the depreciation that is customary in the company) - 105,15 - 869,85 
   

6. Other operating expenses - 909,28 - 2.414,99 
a) Ordinary operating expenses - 781,06 - 1.285,38 

aa) Cost of premises - 35,11 - 27,48 
ab) Insurance, contributions and taxes - 3,63 - 9,36 
ac) Repairs and maintenance - 14,00 - 3,80 
ad) Advertising and travel expenses - 26,98 - 11,46 
ae) Delivery costs - 0,00 - 62,65 
af) Consulting services - 299,61 - 407,48 
ag) costs caused by the legal form - 309,09 - 171,45 
ah) miscellaneous operating costs - 92,64 - 591,71 

b) Losses from the disposal of fixed assets - 25,00 - 54,88 
c) Losses from impairments, from the disposal of current assets and allocations 

to the value adjustment for receivables - 90,53 - 1.074,58 
d) Other expenses in connection with ordinary business activities - 12,69 - 0,16 
   

7. Income from other securities and loans from fixed assets (dividends) 76,30 0,00 
   

8. Other interest and similar income 2.826,11 1.230,54 
       thereof from affiliated companies 
       of which from retained shares in perpetual bonds 

2.301,56 
436,56 

1.138,99 
0,00 

   

9. Depreciation of financial assets and securities held as current assets - 154,07 - 1.082,87 
Thereof unscheduled depreciation - 154,07 - 1.082,87 

   

10. Interest and Similar Expenses - 1.541,13 - 937,36 
   

11. . Income taxes - 5,89 - 2,38 
   

12. Net income 2.084,89 - 2.271,18 
13. Profit/loss carried forward from the previous year - 5.226,30 - 2.955,13 

   

14. Net profit/loss -3.141,41 - 5.226,30 
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A. General information about the financial statements  

MEDIQON Group AG is based in Königstein im Taunus and is listed in the commercial register at the 
district court of Königstein im Taunus under register number HRB 4906. As of the balance sheet date, 
the company is a small corporation within the meaning of section 267 (1) HGB. For the preparation of 
the annual financial statements, simplifications for small corporations are applied. Consolidated 
financial statements will be prepared for the first time and voluntarily for 2021. The MEDIQON Group 
AG Group's management report was combined with the management report of MEDIQON Group AG 
in application of section 315 (5) HGB in conjunction with section 298 (2) HGB. 

The company's shares have been traded over the counter since June 3, 2005 (WKN 661 830). The open 
market is not an organized market within the meaning of section 2 (5) WpHG. 

The balance sheet was structured according to section 266 HGB, and the income statement was 
structured according to section 275 (2) (total cost method). The safeguard clauses of section 286 (4) 
HGB were applied. 

The accounting and valuation methods were applied consistently to the previous year. 

The fiscal year begins on January 1 and ends on December 31.  

The average number of employees in 2021 is two (previous year three). 
 

B. Information on accounting and valuation methods          

Intangible assets are recognized at acquisition or production cost and amortised over an average 
useful life of 3 to 10 years. 

Property, plant and equipment are considered at acquisition or production cost net scheduled 
depreciation based on use. Linear depreciation is applied over a normal useful life of 3 to 13 years. 
Low-value assets with individual acquisition values of up to € 250.00 are treated as immediately 
deductible business expenses. Assets with acquisition or production costs of more than € 250.00 up to 
€ 800.00 are written off in full in the year of acquisition or manufacture. 

Financial assets are considered at acquisition cost or the lower applicable value. Loans are generally 
valued at nominal amounts or acquisition costs. Recognizable risks are taken into account through 
value adjustments. 

Securities are accounted for as fixed assets. In principle, the securities serve as a medium-term capital 
investment. The equity investments are valued in accordance with the lower of cost or market principle 
under corporate law (section 253 HGB) at the lower of acquisition cost and market value as of 
December 31, 2021. Bond investments are valued at the lower of acquisition cost and nominal value. 

Receivables and other assets are generally valued at nominal amounts or acquisition costs. 
Recognizable risks are taken into account through value adjustments. Cash and cash equivalents are 
considered at their nominal value.  

As of the balance sheet date, expenses incurred before the balance sheet date, as far as they represent 
expenses for a specific time after this date, are to be included in the balance sheet as deferred items 
for the purpose of accrual accounting. 
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The other provisions take into account all risks and uncertain obligations that were identifiable at the 
time the balance sheet was prepared and are recognized at the settlement amounts required by 
prudent assessment. 

Liabilities are considered at the respective settlement amount.  
 

C. Notes to the Balance sheet               

The direct holdings of MEDIQON Group AG in the following three companies are reported under 
financial assets:  

- 100% of the share capital of EUR 25,000 thousand in MEDIQON Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH 
based in Königstein. In addition to the share capital, MEDIQON Group AG has contributed a 
total of EUR 1,090 thousand to the company's capital reserve (thereof EUR 275 thousand in 
the fiscal year 2021). It is purely a holding company, which holds 80% of the shares in NGC 
Nachfolgekapital GmbH, Ookam Software GmbH, and CarMa Holding GmbH, as well as 21.5% 
of the shares in Fintiba GmbH. According to its annual financial statements, MEDIQON 
Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH generated an annual surplus of EUR 101.12 thousand in the fiscal 
year 2021 and has positive equity of EUR 1,196.25 thousand. 

- 39% of the share capital of EUR 25.00 thousand in NPV Nachfolge Beteiligungen GmbH, based 
in Düsseldorf. In addition to the proportionate share capital, MEDIQON Group AG contributed 
EUR 146.25 thousand to the company's capital reserve. NPV Nachfolge Beteiligungen GmbH 
holds 100% of the shares in E-M-C direct GmbH & Co KG and the associated general partner, 
NVP Elektroinstallationen Handel GmbH. According to its annual financial statements, NPV 
Nachfolge Beteiligungen GmbH generated a net income of EUR 31.18 thousand in the fiscal 
year 2021 and reported an equity deficit of EUR 594.50 thousand.  

- 20.15% of the share capital of EUR 7,987.20 thousand (divided into 3,120,000 shares) of 
Eifelhöhen-Klinik Aktiengesellschaft based in Bonn. According to its annual and consolidated 
financial statements, Eifelhöhen-Klinik Aktiengesellschaft reported a loss for the year of EUR 
5,279.42 thousand or EUR 4,399.50 thousand in the fiscal year 2021 and has equity of EUR 
19,810.06 thousand or EUR 10,805.32 thousand in the group. 

 

MEDIQON Group AG held 100% of the shares in MEDIQON GmbH until the sale on April 9, 2021. The 
impairment of the investment realized with the sale was already fully reflected in the annual financial 
statements as of December 31, 2020. Therefore, there is no need for additional value adjustments for 
the fiscal year 2021.  

In addition, the securities held by MEDIQON Group AG in the amount of EUR 13,768.28 thousand 
(previous year EUR 5,547.76 thousand) and the shares in the perpetual bond issued by it in May 2020 
in the amount of EUR 9,327 .81 thousand (previous year EUR 0.00) held by the company are reported 
under financial assets. As of June 15, 2021, the company repurchased 50% of the total nominal amount 
of the perpetual bond within the scope of a voluntary buyback offer. The nominal value of the bond 
held by the company is EUR 12,500.00 thousand; the valuation corresponds to the proportional 
repurchase value for the nominal amount as of December 31, 2021. 
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Furthermore, loans to affiliated companies and companies in which a participation is held are 
reported in the amount of EUR 29,736.57 thousand (previous year EUR 13,450.58 thousand) under 
financial assets.  

The shareholder loans issued by MEDIQON Group AG to finance the acquisition and development, and 
expansion of the operating companies as well as within the scope of internal financing for (start-up) 
costs of individual subsidiaries and the accumulated interest on these loans are partly included in fixed 
assets as loans to affiliated companies and to companies in which a participation is held and partially 
reported under current assets under receivables from affiliated companies and companies in which a 
participation is held. 

Within the scope of financing the acquisition of operating companies, part of the purchase price is 
usually financed by borrowed capital provided by banks. If bridge financing is required for the period 
between the acquisition of the company and the provision of outside capital as part of the transaction 
process, it is provided by shareholder loans. Refinancing usually takes place within a few weeks, which 
results in consideration under current assets.  

Interest accruing on the shareholder loans can be accumulated or paid at the discretion of the 
subsidiaries. In principle, the payment of interest by the subsidiaries is planned and has also partially 
taken place for the interest reported as of December 31, 2021. The interest receivables are therefore 
also reported under current assets.  

Such shareholder loans, which are not to be replaced by short-term refinancing but are to be repaid 
over the next few years from the operating cash flow of the acquired companies, are recognized as 
fixed assets due to their longer-term nature. Loans provided for internal financing of the direct 
subsidiary MEDIQON Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH are also shown here. Since this company does not 
run its own operational business, the accumulated interest is also reported here as fixed assets since 
payment is not expected in the short to medium term.  

Receivables and other assets mainly include receivables from affiliated companies in the amount of 
EUR 4,783.32 thousand (previous year EUR 5,134.46 thousand), as far as these represent current 
assets. An amount of EUR 2,940.00 thousand thereof relates to shareholder loans that were issued as 
bridge financing. These receivables were already refinanced after the balance sheet date. The amount 
of accumulated interest amounts to EUR 1,843.32 thousand.  

In the course of the sale of 100% of the shares in MEDIQON GmbH in April 2021, it was agreed that 
part of the purchase price would be financed by MEDIQON Group AG as a seller loan. The loan is to be 
paid in monthly instalments by the end of 2023 and is reported under other assets. It also includes 
claims for refunds of overpaid value added tax.  

As of the balance sheet date, the fully paid-up and registered share capital amounts to EUR 10,999.51 
thousand (previous year EUR 3,333.19 thousand) and is divided into 10,999,513 bearer shares. With 
the entry on March 12, 2021, the subscribed capital increased by EUR 6,666.37 thousand. At the same 
time, the capital reserve was increased from EUR 11,897.29 thousand by EUR 19,998.12 thousand. 
With the entry on November 10, 2021, a second increase in the subscribed capital by EUR 999.96 
thousand took place. In the course of this, the capital reserve was increased by an additional EUR 
7,999.64 thousand and amounted to EUR 39,896.25 thousand as of December 31, 2021. 

On June 29, 2021, the Annual General Meeting decided to increase the share capital of the company 
once or several times by up to EUR 4,999.78 thousand from EUR 9,999.56 thousand to up to EUR 
14,999,337.00 (authorized Capital 2021/l). After partial utilization in November 2021, the authorized 
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capital as of December 31, 2021, amounts to EUR 3,999.82 thousand, which was utilized by the capital 
increase registered on April 19, 2022, in the amount of EUR 3,999.82 thousand.  

The provisions in the amount of EUR 201.90 thousand (previous year EUR 88.16 thousand) essentially 
include the expenses for the expected costs of the general meeting in the amount of EUR 37.26 
thousand, the preparation and audit of the annual financial statements in the amount of EUR 130.48 
thousand and outstanding Supervisory Board remuneration of EUR 31.67 thousand. In addition, 
provisions were made for vacation days not taken.  

The bond issued on May 27, 2020, in the amount of EUR 25,000 thousand (previous year, EUR 25,000 
thousand) is reported under liabilities. The nominal value of the bond is EUR 25 million. No maturity 
has been agreed upon, and no liens or similar rights have been created. The interest rate is 7%, with 
the first interest payment date being May 28, 2025. The discount of 35% was included in the deferred 
items and is released pro-rata temporis according to the bond conditions. Pursuant to Section 246 (2) 
HGB, there is no offsetting against the shares in the perpetual bond held by the company itself.  

The other reported liabilities of EUR 106.46 thousand (previous year EUR 295.04 thousand) have a 
remaining term of less than one year, so the liabilities with a term of more than five years correspond 
to the nominal value of the bond in the amount of EUR 25,000.00 thousand (previous year EUR 
25,000.00). 
 

D. Notes to Income Statement                      

The revenue of EUR 3.00 thousand (previous year, EUR 1,077.81 thousand) relates to revenue from a 
smaller consulting business that the company took over in the fiscal year 2021. Other operating 
income of EUR 2,449.61 thousand (previous year EUR 1,445.68 thousand) includes income of EUR 
2,364.69 thousand (previous year EUR 414.22 thousand) from the sale of individual positions year from 
the securities account of the company during the year. 

The depreciation of current assets in the amount of EUR 105.15 thousand (previous year EUR 869.85 
thousand) results from the depreciation of the interest incurred on shareholder loans to MEDIQON 
GmbH until the sale of MEDIQON GmbH on April 9. The interest income was still considered up to that 
point, so the write-off is not recognized in profit or loss. 

As explained in the 2020 annual financial statements, the purchase price for the investment and the 
loan receivables from MEDIQON GmbH was below the reported carrying amount. The resulting 
impairment was already considered in full as of December 31, 2020, in accordance with section 252 
(1) HGB.  

The pro-rata release of the deferred interest for the bond discount in the amount of EUR 1,539.59 
thousand (previous year EUR 866.03 thousand) is included under Interest and similar expenses in the 
amount of EUR 1,541.13 thousand (previous year EUR 937.36 thousand). In addition, interest was paid 
on demand deposits at banks.  
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E. Other information                           

Contingencies and other financial obligations 

As of December 31, 2021, there were contingent liabilities of EUR 3,116.83 thousand (previous year 
EUR 811.00 thousand): 

In the 2020 fiscal year, a fixed liability guarantee of EUR 12.82 thousand in connection with vehicle 
leasing contracts and a supplier guarantee of up to EUR 100 thousand were assumed. As a newly 
founded company, Kältehelden GmbH sometimes requires such guarantees for contractual partners. 
Based on the business development of Kältehelden GmbH and the company's planning, claims are 
currently not expected. 

Within the scope of the acquisition of three associated companies under Ookam Software GmbH, parts 
of the purchase price payments amounting to EUR 3,004.01 thousand (previous year EUR 698.17 
thousand) were agreed as subsequent payments one year after the transaction was completed. For 
the payments, MEDIQON Group AG has assumed joint and several liability together with the respective 
acquisition company or, in one case, a bank guarantee. The payments are expected to be made from 
the liquid funds of the respective affiliated company or from shareholder loans made available to the 
affiliated companies by MEDIQON Group AG for this purpose, so it is currently not expected that the 
guarantees will be used. The subsequent payment agreed upon in the fiscal year 2020 was made by 
the acquisition company as planned so that the contingent liability for MEDIQON Group AG no longer 
applies. 

Auditor's fee 

The auditor's fee is expected to amount to EUR 90,000 plus VAT and a flat-rate fee. EUR 25.00 thousand 
thereof is expected to be due to the audit of the individual financial statements. The auditor did not 
make use of any other consulting services. 

Information about the management 

The following persons were appointed as board members in the fiscal year 2021:  

1. Jan-Hendrik Mohr, Hamburg, MSc. Financial Mathematics, BSc. Business administration, 
qualified bank clerk (CEO since October 19, 2021) 

Jan-Hendrik Mohr was appointed to the company's Management Board on March 1st, 2020. Jan-
Hendrik Mohr is also Managing Director of JMX Capital GmbH, Hamburg and Chairman of Grafenia plc, 
Manchester, Great Britain. 

2. Marlene Carl, Hamburg, MSc. Finance, BSc. Business administration, qualified bank clerk 

Marlene Carl was appointed to the company's Management Board on October 19, 2021. Marlene Carl 
is also a member of the Board of Directors of Tucows Inc., based in Toronto, Canada.  

Until October 18, 2021, Dirk Isenberg, Usingen, was appointed CEO of the company. The 
appointment was terminated by mutual agreement between the Supervisory Board and Mr 
Isenberg as of October 18, 2021. 

The following persons were elected members of the Supervisory Board in the fiscal year 2021: 

1. Dr Mathias Saggau, Bonn, Investment Manager (Chairman of the Supervisory Board) 
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2. Lars Ahns, Cologne, Investment Manager (Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board)) 

Lars Ahns was also a member of the supervisory board of MAX 21 AG, Weiterstadt (until 
03/2021) 

3. Dr Martin Possienke, Bad Homburg v.d. Höhe, Investment Manager 

4. Karsten Honsel, Isernhagen, Hospital Manager (until 06/2021) 

Karsten Honsel resigned his mandate at the end of the Annual General Meeting on June 29, 2021. With 
the decision of the district court of Königstein im Taunus on November 15, 2021, the following person 
was appointed due to the fact that the number of members was below the number specified in the 
statutes: 

5. Edda Heidbrink, Cologne, lawyer (since 11/2021) 

Edda Heidbrink is also a member of the Supervisory Board of AMEVIDA SE. 

Group affiliations 

MEDIQON Group AG, based in Königstein, is the ultimate parent company. The company voluntarily 
prepares consolidated financial statements for the fiscal year 2021; there is no obligation due to the 
size-dependent exemption of Section 293 HGB (1) in conjunction with (4).  

Appropriation of earnings 

The Executive Board proposes carrying forward the balance sheet loss of EUR 3,141.41 thousand, 
consisting of net income for the year of EUR 2,084.89 thousand and a loss carried forward of EUR 
5,226.30 thousand. 

F. Supplementary report    

On April 19, 2022, the cash capital increase of the company resolved by the Management Board and 
Supervisory Board on March 15 by placing 3,999,820 new shares at a subscription price of EUR 10.40 
per share was entered in the commercial register. The company's equity increased by EUR 41,598.13 
thousand (EUR 3,999.82 thousand thereof subscribed capital and EUR 37,598.31 capital reserve).  

Of the interest accumulated as of December 31, 2021, on shareholder loans provided by MEDIQON 
Group AG, an amount of EUR 807.14 thousand had been paid by the subsidiaries by the time the annual 
financial statements were prepared. Furthermore, the shareholder loan of EUR 2,940.00 thousand 
issued as bridge financing was refinanced by taking out bank financing at the level of the relevant 
acquisition company. 

As communicated in the ad hoc notification of March 14, 2022, NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH, an 80% 
subsidiary of MEDIQON Group AG, has sold 100% of the shares in vetera GmbH and the respective 
acquisition company. The closing took place on May 3, 2022. In this context, the long-term shareholder 
loan of EUR 1,535.56 thousand provided by MEDIQON Group AG in 2019 for the acquisition of the 
company was repaid. Other subsidiaries repaid EUR 800,000 in long-term shareholder loans from the 
operating cash flow. 

By the time the annual financial statements were prepared, NGC Nachfolgekapital GmbH and Ookam 
Software GmbH, each of which MEDIQON Group AG holds an 80% stake in, held shares in three other 
operating companies. In connection with the transactions, MEDIQON Group AG provided further 
shareholder loans in the amount of EUR 10,287.85 thousand, thereof EUR 3,217.56 thousand as bridge 
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financing. By the time the annual financial statements were prepared, contractually agreed 
subsequent purchase price payments had been made by acquisition companies under Ookam Software 
GmbH in the amount of EUR 2,404.01 thousand. The contingent liabilities of MEDIQON Group AG have 
been reduced accordingly, and the bank guarantee that has been assumed has also been returned. A 
bank guarantee was given for another subsidiary in connection with a rental agreement for EUR 120.00 
thousand – the contingent liabilities at the time the annual financial statements were prepared thus 
amounted to EUR 720.00 thousand.  

 

Königstein im Taunus, May 19, 2022 

 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jan-Hendrik Mohr (Chairman) Marlene Carl 
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  Acquisition 
manufacturing 

costs Inflows Outflows Transfers 
Accumulated 
depreciation Depreciations Appreciations Book value Book value 

  
01/01/2021    31/12/2021   31/12/2021 31/12/2020 

  K EUR K EUR K EUR K EUR K EUR K EUR K EUR K EUR K EUR 
           
I. Intangible assets 28,45 33,49 -25,00  4,84 4,22  32,097 27.,82 
 Acquired concessions, 

industrial property rights and 
similar rights and values, as 
well as licenses to such rights 
and values 28,45 33,49 -25,00  4,84 4,22  32,097 27,82 

           
II.  Property, plant and 

equipment 38,00 12,91 0,00  39,99 5,09  10,91 3,10 
 Other equipment, operating 

and office equipment 38,00 12,91 0,00  39,99 5,09 
 
 10,91 3,10 

           
III. Financial assets 22.478,98 39.517,85 -3.627,05 0,00 1.325,25 252,41 436,56 57.481,08 21.406,13 

 Shares in affiliated companies 
1.174,03 275,00 -290.00  

                                                  
1.072,85                      1.072,85   1.159,03 1.174,03 

  
Participations  178,76   2.353,97    2.532,73 178,76 

  
Securities (shares in own 
bond not included) 5.547,77 14.065,61 -3.337,05  -2.353,97 154,07 154,07   13.768,28 5.547,77 

           
 Shares in perpetual bond held 

by the company 0,00 8.891,25         436,56* 9.327,81 0,00 

           
 Loans to affiliated companies 13.450,58 14.065,58      29.736,57 13.450,58 
           
 Loans to companies in which 

a participation is held 1.055,00       1.055,00 1.055,00 
           

 Total Fixed Assets 22.545,42 39.564,25 -3.652,06 0,00 1.370,08 261,71 436,56 57.524,09 21.437,05 
 

*Corresponds to the pro-rata interest income from the reversal of the discount attributable to the bond held by the company 


